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"Training and Employing the Handicapped 
- The New Realities" 

Proceedings of a Conference held on 

21st May~ 1986 

In 

Juris Hotet Dublin 



FOREWORD 

Following the publication of the Green Paper on Services for the Disabled People, "Towards a full 

Life" the Department of Health initiated a. detailed consultative process with the various voluntary 
organisations for the handicapped to obtain their views on the Green Paper's proposals and on how 

they felt our services for the disabled might best be progressed. . 

As part of this consultative phase we arranged a one-day Conference to discuss one of the major issues 
affecting the disabled, namely that of vocational rehabilitation facilities. The Conference examined the 

most pressing issues currently affecting.this area such as the effect of new technology, the difficulties 

associated with the European Social Fund and general financial constraints. 

In view of the importance of the issues addressed and the exceptional contributions to this 
Conference, I felt it would be useful to publish the day's proceedings for the benefit of a wider 

audiel}ce than could be present on 21st May, 1986. 

I am very pleased to introduce the Conference papers for the consideration of everyone interested in 
training and employing the handicapped. 

Barry Desmond, T.D. 
Minister for Health 

DECEMBER, 1986 
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OPENING ADDRESS 
MR. P. W. FLANAGAN, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

INTRODUCTION 
It is my pleasure to welcome you to this conference which has been carefully planned 
following the publication of the Green Paper on Services for Disabled People - Toward5 a 
Full Life'. I would like in particular to welcome those who have come as our guests from 
Northern Ireland. While I am sure that they face many of the problems we face an input from 
them of the solutions they have brought to bear in their circumstances will undoubtedly be of 
assistance to us. 

As most of you will know since the publication of the Green Paper officers of the Department 
have been engaged in a series of consultations in which they have met a wide range of groups 
and organisations involved with the handicapped. Much of what you will hear from the 
Minister and the Department here to-day is influenced by what we have heard, and of course, 
also as a result of the realities of what inevitably has to happen given the difficulties of funding 
services from the Exchequer and from European sources. 

FUNDING SERVICES FOR THE DISABLED 
First of all let me make it clear that I am satisfied that in the medium term at least there will be 
no significant additional money made available to the health services in this or indeed any 
other European country. 

Secondly the expectations of the disabled are high and rightly so arid therefore we are faced 
with both diverting resources from other health sectors for those who clearly fall within the 
responsibility of the Department of Health and ensuring that what money is specifically 
available for the disabled is expended to the best advantage. 

Those who are down to speak here will, I am confident, address those realities from their 
particular perspectives. At the end of . the conference we will endeavour to pull together all 
that we hear here to-day while I would ask you to approach what you hear from us in a 
constructive way. 

You are representative of over 60 organisations and agencies which in one way or another 
cater for the handicapped, which in a sense says something of Significance in itself about the 
state of the art in providing services for the handicapped. In that context I should make the 
point that we in the Department, with the Minister are engaged in the preparation of detailed 
submissions to Government on the re-organisation of the health services, streamlining the 
structures by which health care generally is delivered and it must inevitably be that our 
conclusions will inevitably impart upon the rehabilitation area. You, I would hope will take 
back with you to your parent bodies that which you hear to-day. 



"TRAINING AND EMPLOYING THE 
HANDICAPPED 
THE NEW REALITIES" 

MR. BARRY DESMOND T.D., MINISTER fOR HEAL TH 

INTRODUCTION 
I am pleased to welcome you to this conference. It forms part of the consultation process on 
the Green Paper on Services for Disabled People, 'Towards a full Life'. I am glad that it has' 
been possible to get such a representative group together and I am particularly pleased that. 
we have been joined by some of our colleagues from Northern Ireland. 

RESPONSE TO THE GREEN PAPER 
The publication of the Green Paper was for the first time, a comprehensive review of the 
needs of all handicapped people. It attempted to set out the manner in which we might move, 
in a systematic way, towards creating a full life for them. 

Its preface made it quite clear that the needs and the initiatives proposed in it required 
constructive public debate so that all of us together would discuss and try to agree on the most 
effedive ways of achieving the aims of the document. 

I have now received a response from all the major organisations providing services for the 
handicapped. Officials of my Department have met and are continuing to meet the various 
organisations to discuss their responses. I hope that this Conference will maintain the 
momentum of open public discussion on the development of services for disabled people. 

Many of the representations I have received have identified the area of training and 
employing handicapped persons as the most challenging issue of handicap policy. We have 
set ourselves the primary aim of integrating or reintegrating those who are handicapped to the 
fullest degree possible into normal life. I can think of no more effedive ways of doing that than 
by facilitating them to have a days work like most other people. The Irish Congress of Trade 
Unions was particularly concerned about thatasped of handicap policy. 

We are not meeting in easy times. That is why I emphasised the phrase - "The New 
Realities". It would be easy for us to talk unrealistically about what should be done in the 
matter of employing handicapped people. We must however face up to the harsher fads that 
constrain social policy at the moment. Where the employment of the handicapped are 
concerned these include: 

the fact that over a quarter of a million persons, able-bodied and disabled, are now 
unemployed; massive state cash resources are now allocated, quite rightly, to this area: 

the fact that exchequer spending is being constrained in the overall national interest. 
This has set 'severe limits in the areas of health and welfare services; 

the fad that our share of the European Social Fund, which has contributed so much up 
to now to our vocational rehabilitation services, is"diminishing and will almost certainly 
continue to diminish. 
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The bulk of our present rehabilitation serviCes evolved over the la'st twelve years or so at a time 
when both public and private funds an,d employment were more readily available. 

In the changed ,climate we obviously need to look critically at ihese services in order to see' 
how relevant they are to our current needs. In particular we must analyse in an open and frank 

, manner the extent to which the many public and private agencies duplicate or complement' 
their services. Services for the disabled are no more immune from personal 'empire building' 
than any other servic~ in the sta~e. We 'must openly decide whether these services need to be 
re-orientated or improved and to identify what specifically we need to do. I hope that the 
speakers from the platform and the floor today will look at the situation from that perspective 
and give us their frank criticisms and proposals. 

For my part I would like to make'quite clear my own views on training'and employing the 
handicapped. It is, and must remain one of the basic principles of health and welfare poliCy., 
Strength is being added to it by the fact that our approach towards the health services in 
general is now one of emphasising community care. We must go creating a more acceptable, 
balance between institutionalisation and caring for the individual outside the institution. At 
the moment the balance weighs far too heavily on the side of the institution. ' 

The policy of stressing community care probably affects the long-term handicapped more 
than any other group requiring health services. We must not return to those days of offering 
them a place in an institution or an allowance to sit, isolated'i in a corner of their own home. 
Obviously, in order to help the disabled person to achieve that aim there must be a range of 
support services available to him in the community. This strategy will cost money. But 'more 
money will just not be available for these developments if each existing body simply adopts, 
the pressure policy of a more exclusive allocation for their organisation alone. 

TRAINING AND PLACEMENT SERVICE 
I 

In my view training and placement servicesare a vital part of these support services. I shall be 
doing what I can, and urging health boards to do what they can, to shift their resources in that 
direction. Apart from the personal social policy considerations it surely makes sound 
economic sense to make every effort to help disabled persons move towards an independent 
life of their own. 

I would emphasise that nothing I say in support of community-based services diminishes the 
role which the residential setting should have in providing for the more severely handicapped 
person who has not the potential for an independent or semi-independent life. ' 

I might say, in that connection, that where the physically disabled in particular are concerned, 
I have initiated several projects during the last year or so aimed at improving the quality and 
extent of residential accommocation available to them. 

EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND 
I now wish to turn to the European Social Fund situation which I know is a matter for concern 
to many of you. 

\ 

Since this Gountry joined the EEC our vocational rehabilitation services have enjoyed 
considerable financial support from the European Social Fund. A conservative estimate of the 
total allocation to this area since 1973 is £132m. 

In 1982 grants to this country accounted for about 21% . .0f the total funds available to the 
handicapped for vocational training throughout the EEC. This was a major achievement and 
reflects the dynamism of all of you who were developing our services and introducing' 

• I . '. 
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innovations in them. We had of course also the advantage that we were regarded as a priority 
area in the disbursement of the Social Fund monies. But it would have been unrealistic, even at 
that time, to expect such a high level of support- to continue - particularly when one 
considers that this country accounts for only about 1% of the population of the member states. 

As we are all aware difficulties have indeed arisen with the Fund in recent years. 

These are due, firstly, to a more stringent application of the Social Fund rules in relation to
training the handicapped. Secondly, we have the difficult financial position of the Fund itself 
largely due to the huge increase in demands on it as a result of widespread unemployment 
within the Community. In addition we have the accession of Greece, Spain and Portugal. All of 
these countries are in the early stages of developing their rehabilitation services and probably 
fall considerably behind us in their provisions. 

Faced with increased demands on their limited funds the ESF officials have been taking a more 
critical look at our applications as well as applying their regulations in a more stringent 
manner. 

As a result of a visit to Ireland in 1982 when the Commission requested that we adhere rigidly 
to the rules of the Fund particularly in relation to the identification of trainees with the 
potential for open employment, we had no choice but to look closely at all our subsequent 
applications to ensure that only those applications which exactly met the criteria set by the 
Fund be allowed to go to Brussels. This review of applications resulted in the dropping of 
some claims by bodies providing services for disabled persons. 

RECENT LINEAR REDUCTIONS 
More recently, linear reductions as they are called, in grants have been imposed by the 
European Commission in a further effort to cope with the difficult budgetary situation within 
the Community. These cuts apply to all claimants throughout the EEC and cover those training 
the able-bodied in addition to bodies catering for the disabled. 

The original Commission proposal was for a linear cut of 55% on all operations for the over 25 
age group. However, following my emphatic intervention and discussions with my colleague 
the Minister for Labour it was agreed that every possible effort should be made to protect the 
disabled from the worst effects of these cuts. The money saved in this way for training the 
disabled amounts to £1.2m, resulting in a 44% reduction rather than the 55% reduction which 
applies to all other applicants. It is still, of course, a very big reduction with serious implications 
for our services. 

CO-ORDINATED GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 
I have raised the matter at Government level and obtained the agreement of the Government 
to the establishment of an inter-Departmental Committee on which my Department is 
represented. This Committee will have a more direct role in the allocation of future Social 
Fund grants to this country. It will report its views to the Government before decisions are 
taken about reductions in applications. In. addition the Government have agreed that in the 
event of any of this years cuts in the Social Fund cuts being restored in 1986 or at a later date, 
the handicapped will be given priority in the distribution of the funds. 

I deeply regret that the European Commission have been obliged to make reductions which 
affect the training facilities for the disabled. I am aware that there is genuine sympathy in 
Brussels towards the disabled and the Commission officials were forced because of the very 
real budgetary problems facing them to implement the linear reductions. However, I will 
continue to make my views known on this issue in no uncertain manner to all concerned to try 
to protect the handicapped's share of the funds coming to this country. 
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FUTURE CONSTRAINTS 
I would like to assure you that I will continue to do my very utmost to protect the Social Fund 
support for disabled people. I must, however, strike a note of warning. We would be most 
unwise to continue to rely on the Social Fund to the same extent as in the pasL Equally we 
would be profoundly unwise to anticipate that there will be major increases in exchequer 
funding in the years ahead irrespective of the Ministers for Health or Finance in.office at the: 
time or the pressures which are daily exerted on them. 

I have little doubt that the criteria for grants will grow stricter and that we will increasingly be 
faced with having to demonstrate that our rehabilitation workshops have the highest, 
standards of training and placements. I have no doubt at all about our capacity to meet these 
high standards. But we,must continue to be entirely self-critical and to innovate in the area of 
vocational rehabilitation. 

THE LABOUR MARKET 
There are two main elements in the process of vocational rehabilitation -training and placing 
in employment. Unless both elements are effective we are faced with failure. I don't have to 
draw your attention to the difficult employment situation for workers in general. It would be 
entirely unacceptable if in the present circumstances the handicapped had to shoulder 
extended unemployment. If they are sufficiently trained there is no reason why they should 
have to do so. Nevertheless because of the innate belief of many people that the handicapped 
person would not be a productive worker we have to go on re-iterating and demonstrating 
their potential for the labour market. Employers and trade unions in particular should be more 
consciously aware of their public duty towards the disabled and do their utmost to eliminate 
all prejudices existing in this area. 

As you know, while we do not impose statutory requirements on employers about the 
employment of a minimum number of disabled workers we expect them, nevertheless, to 
make their contribution on this important aspect of social policy. Where public bodies are 
concerned we expect that they will employ at least 3% of their workforce from among the 
disabled. Regretfully I have to say that this target is not being achieved. Within,the civil service 
at the moment less than 1.5% of the staff is drawn from the disabled. The position is no better 
within the broader public service. Health boards, which have special responsibilities t~ the 
handicapped and should therefore be setting a headline for other organisations, have a 
particularly poor record. In 1983 our eight health boards collectively could find only six places 
for them in their large staffs. In 1984 twenty places were provided by the boards. Even allowing 
for the current restrictions on employment in general'l must say that this was a lamentable 
performance, and I will do my utmost to ensure that the situation in the Public Service is 
improved in future years. ' 
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A HEALTH BOARD VIEW 
MR. DONAL O'SHEA, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, NORTH WESTERN HEAL TH BOARD 

INTRODUCTION 
I welcome this conference and commend the initiative in calling it. The factors governing and 
bearing on the training and employment of the handicapped are changing rapidly; they have 
already changed significantly 'in recent years. Health boards have being trying to come to 
terms with these changes and to redraft policies and strategies while being uncertain of what 
lies ahead. The lack of any national or central direction in how to deal with these changes has 
been felt, and if this conference can identify the main issues and accept the need for clear and' 
cohesive policies, leading to decisions being taken, then to-day will be very worthwhile. 

The constraints of time have forced me to concentrate on the difficulties and uncertainties and 
on the gaps in policy, services and funding as I see them. The fad that I will not be dealing 

, directly with the history of developments during the last decade, or with the steady growth 
and expansion of services in the training field does not in any way reflect a lack of appreciation 
of the work done by the Department of Health, the National Rehabilitation Board and the 
non-statutory organisations, or of the indispensible and crucial help the funding from the 
European Social Fund has given in making these developments possible. 

But today we face major problems because of the high level of general unemployme'nt and 
the consequent difficulty of placement, the redudion in health budgets which is c':itting into 
our spending on training, and the cuts and uncertainties in the amounts coming from the 
E.S.F. There is a need for national guidelines to cope with these problems even if, because of 
the difficulty in prediction, these have to be developed along the lines of alternative scenarios 
to be followed. Recently health boards have had to make decisions in a pragmatic way, 
reading to the last phone-call, indulging in chopping and changing and 'adhocery' to keep 
"the show on the road". To say the least this is annoying and frustrating. It is just not good 
enough to plan, develop, manage am! maintain services in this way. We, and more 
importantly, the disabled people whom we serve, surely deserve better. 

Speaking as I am at such an early stage in this conference allows me to raise a series of 
questions and challenges in the knowledge that those speakers coming on after me will no 
doubt come up with all the answers! If not, then I hope that the issues raised here today will be 
subjed of early discussion and decision. 

, RESPONSIBILITY 
Health boards are obliged under the Health Ad 1970 to proVide services for the handicapped,· 
and are allowed to arrange for tHeir employment. Sedion 68 of the Health Ad, 1970 states as 
follows:-

(1) A health board shall make available a service for the training of disabled persons 
for employment suitable to their condition of health, and for the making, of 
arrangements with employers. for placing disabled persons in suitable 
employment. 

(2) For the purposes of subsedion (1) a health board may provide and maintain 
premises, workshops, farms, gardens, materials, equipment and similar facilities. 
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What does this mean in pradice? What responsibility has the Minister for Health, and have the 
health boards, for training/employment of the handicapped? Are they obliged to provide as 
appropriate to the needs of each disabled adult one of the following options:-

(a) Vocational training and placement in open employment; 

(b) Vocational training and placement in sheltered employment 

(c) Social training and day care 

(d) Social training and residential care 

If they are so obliged then the implications for the provision of these services in terms of 
money and resources must be faced. And is the obligation a life long one? If following 
placement, the employment ceases, is there a continuing obligation to seek a further 
placement? 

If the obligation of the Minister and the boards is not as comprehensive as outlined above, 
then what are the limits of the responsibility? For whom is there a responsibility, to provide 
what service, and for how long? It is extremely important that we get this issue clarified. 

And then what is the role and responsibility of the Minister for labour? Has that Minister not 
got an overall role for training and employment of the general population? Have the disabled 
been excluded from this responsibility? Do the schemes for youth employment, social 
employment, and special grants to employers not embrace the disabled, and take their special 
needs into account? 

Where does the responsibility of the Minister for Social Welfare lie? Should the provisions of 
the social welfare system not make special provision for the needs of the disabled? 

Unless these responsibilities are clarified and their implications evaluated in terms of services 
and resources, it is not possible to state what task we have in hand, and how it is to be funded. 

ASSESSMENT 
Neither is it clear which body has responsibility for the vocational assessment of the disabled. It 
may be that the assessment is to be a responsibility solely of the National Rehabilitation Board 
with that body's findings binding on the placement service. But does this mean that periodic 
review or reassessment is also to be done by the National Rehabilitation Board? If so what 
linkages, if any, will exist between the assessment and training programmes, and will training 
staff be involved in assessment or re-assessment. 

Alternatively the health boards may be responsible for assessment and review. But is this to be 
a service totally separate from the training programme, carried out by special staff and at 
special assessment centres. The absence of such a service at present leads to assessment and 
review being carried out within the training programme. 

It is important that we have a policy and a fixing of responsibility for the initial vocational 
assessment and for the review of progress of the training of the disabled and for the type of 
service to be set up to carry out this responsibility. 

PLACEMENT 
There is also a need to set out policies and guidelines for placement. 

Assuming that an assessment service is operating well, the initial assessment will entail a 
placement appropriate' to that assessment. This placement must be either the responsibility of 
the assessment agency, the training body or of a separate placement service. The relationships 
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between each 6f these services, assessment, placement· and training need to be clearly 
defined. 

Clear cut responsibilities must be fixed on the training bodies (statutory or non-statutory) with 
respect to the populations or. categories of client they must take. Assessment and 
identification of need does suggest a mechanism to place the client in an appropriate service, 
and that in turn suggests an obligation on the service in question to accept. At present we have 
far .too much "shopping around", negotiations and arm-twisting to get appropriate 
placements. 

The length of time or period of a placement must be fixed - either for life, or for a determined 
period - and must be subject to reassessment or review of progress. 

If assessments and placements are to be binding the question of an appeal must be 
considered. 

The placement of a trainee following the completion of training is a most important issue. Is 
this to be the responsibility of the training service or of the placement service? What happens 
to the client who has completed training, is deemed suitable for open employment but is 
awaiting placement? Is he/she to be retained within the training programme, get sheltered 
employment or, as the E.S.F. rules seem to imply, be sent home until a job turns up. 

SHELTERED WORK 
The question of the service to be provided to those who complete vocational training and 
await placement in open employment has been mentioned. But many disabled people who 
go through vocational training will not reach the standards required for open employment. 
Others are assessed as not likely to benefit from vocational training but need training in social 
skills and manual dexterity. These are but some of the groups who will need training followed 
by sheltered employment or day care. 

The development of policies in this field is long overdue. Is sheltered work to be made 
available in separate purpose-provided sheltered workshops or, as to date has been the trend, 
as sheltered work within vocational training workshops, and are social skills and day care to be 
provided as an integral part of such units or separately? Either way has policy and resource 
implications. . 

It is not clear if the provision of sheltered work or day activity is intended to be available to all 
disabled. Certainly that would be most desirable. It could be asked if at a time when so many 

are unemployed such a universal support can be provided. If not, it is essential that clarification. 
be given of who is to be given sheltered employment and day activity. 

The development' of a comprehensive assessment service will identify either initially or later 
those who would best benefit from or whose capacity would best suit either sheltered 
employment or day activity. Is there then a direct guarantee of provision of such service for 
each person identified and for how long? For life? For a limited number of years? 

Which agency will provide these services. The health boards? The non-statutory agencies? A 
mixture of both? 

The funding of these non-training services also requires decision. Which department will 
organise such funding - Labour or Health? And what will the arrangements be for payments 
to workers; statutory payments or discretionary payments; related to output, or to 
attendance, or the same for all? 
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What kind of staff will be employed in these workshops? Will they require professional, 
therapeutic or health care backgrounds, or qualifications in a particular craft, skill or trade, or 
just industrial experience? Or will the staff be a mixture of these? Who will manage and direct 
them? 

Decisions on these matters are urgently needed. Our training workshops at present have 
many "trainees" who have either completed training, or will not reach the level required for 
placement in open employment, and who are now to all intents and purposes engaged in 
sheltered employment. The number is growing; the vocational training programme is very 
expensive, and it is surely important that a lower-cost shelthered work service be provided 
and that high-cost training be reserved for those who benefit. 

SEPARATENESS 
Experience has shown that there is much to be gained from having some able-bodied skilled 
workers carrying out key tasks within training and sheltered workshops. In fact there is a need 
for them to raise the quality and range of goods which can be produced in the workshops. This 
in turn will enhance the range of skills and experience which can be imparted within the 
training programmes. 

There is however no clear authority for health boards to employ non-disabled people, other 
than trainees, within the training programme. 

With the growing importance of the produdCsales'contribution as part of the funding of the 
training programme, the training of the overall quality of produds and of the level of 
complexity which can be reached within the workshops is obviously important. The'
employment of some able-bodied workers would contribute to this. 

Within the concept of 'normalisation', there is much to be said for. able-bodied and disabled 
working side-by-side; 

The question of wages, conditions of employment and other such practical questions must of 
course be decided. 

FUNDING 
The overall cost of training of the disabled has been growing as most have been trained and 
the services have developed. It is now important to put figures on what we are prepared to pay 
for the programme. 

The only source of funds to the health boards' services are: 

(a) Health board contributions- either direct funding, or by way of allowances or-
capitations - but coming from the boards' revenue allocation. 

(b) Payments for sale of products. 

(c) The European Social Fund. 

Whi.le the overall cost continues to grow, the contribution from the European Social Fund is 
diminishing due to changes in guidelines and linear cuts in the allocation, please refer to the 
appendix on page 14. 

Simultaneously the cuts in the overall budgets of health boards mean a redudion in the 
amounts available for training from the boards own resources, and these are biting deep. 

As the pressure grows to increase the contribution from sales, the requirements of an increase 
in sales are effecting much of the policy and strategy within the training programme. 
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Heretofore the main criterion has been the contribution of a particular line or product to the 
range of skills it will give to the trainee. The manufacture of a suitable product, low in output 
costs and capable of mass production, is obviously far more econominhan a product which 
will be high in cost and complex to produce. Yet its value as a means of training skills for open 
employment may be quite low. 

The requirement to cut output-overheads and keep up sales also tends to exclude from the_ 
programme those disabled of low vocational ability, and who consequently will product 

-either low output or a high level of defects. Such people may well benefit personally from the 
programme but economic factors may tend to exclude them, however desirable their 
participation, or to force a discharge of trainees who are not meeting progress targets. 

The social skills programme has been a most important component of the vocational training 
programme. It is however expensive and non-productive (in the 'product' sense). The 
budgetary problems are forcing a reconsideration of our ability to maintain the social skills 
programme within our workshops. 

Payment to trainees has long been an area of some controversy. Should payments be fixed or 
variable; statutory or discretionary? If discretionary should they be related to progress in 
training, to output levels and quality of product? Should they be related to independent 
assessment, or to assessment within the training programme? The question of the roles of the 
Minister for Labour and for Social Welfare also arise here. Should these payments be a health 
charge or should they be funded through Social Welfare or Labour Schemes. 

The European Social Fund is payable only for trainees in active vocational training and for a 
limited period for each trainee. The progressive tightening and stricter enforcing of these 
guidelines, together with the discrimination against trainees aged over 25 is effectively 
excluding more disabled from E.S.F. funding each year. The contribution 01 the E.S.F. is now a 
diminishing factor in the overall funding of the training programme. 

THE EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND 
The contribution of the E.S.F. during the last decade has been magnificent in helping the 
development of centres and programmes for the training and employment of the 
handicapped. But we are now faced with the task of maintaining and consolidating these 
developments and the present circumstances surlounding the payments from the E.S.F. are 
causing major problems. 

The frequently changing guidelines are open to a variety of interpretations, so that different 
meanings may be drawn by a health board, the National Rehabilitation Board or the Depart
ment of Labour. As the correct interpretation can be a matter of large sums of money, it is 
essential that some means be fixed for ensuring a correct simple interpretation in advance. The 
continuing 'discussions' between the health boards, the National Rehabilitation Board and the 
Department of Labour on interpretation are frustrating and damaging. 

It seems to me that the actual amount of the 'cake' payable to the health sector is first fixed, 
and then the guidelines are drafted to secure the desired 'financial' result. The amount to be 
given to each agency within the health sector is also fixed, and the 'interpretations' vary from 
agency to agency to ensure the desired distribution is achieved. 

The guidelines which fix the proportions payable to the over 25/under 25 age groups should 
never have been applied to the disabled. At present they are tending to exclude from the 
training programme many disabled in the over 25 age groups who could and should benefit 
from vocational training. 
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It is now quite impossible not only to say how much we will get next year from the E.S.F., or 
even how much we will get this year, but, incredibly, how much we will get in respect of 1985. 
It is difficult to plan ahead when the allocation for next year is unknown, it is even more 
difficult to cope with the position this year as the allocation changes from telex to telex, but it is 
literally quite impossible to respond retrospectively to changes made now to allocations in 
respect of training carried out last year. 

Planning ahead is essential for all services. It is particularly important for this service. But· 
management planning to adjust costs and overheads to meet the anticipated overall funding 
position is impossible without clear forward information on E.5.F. funding. 

The E.S.F. does not recognise in its funding arrangements the whole area of sheltered 
employment, or the role of vocational training as a positive benefit for daily life for any other. 
than for those who will reach the stage of placement for open employment. This is surely 
discriminatory. 

I would like to see a clear correlation between assessment, placement and funding, so that a 
decision leading to a placement for vocational training (at present by the National 
Rehabilitation Board) will ipso facto mean that the trainee will qualify for funding from the 
E.S.F. This does not happen at present. A placement for vocational training by the National 
Rehabilitation Board may be subsequently disqualified for E.S.F. funding under the 
guidelines. 

ISSUES ON THE FUNDS 
If the position in my own Board is considered the immediate issues affecting the training 
programme are very much in line with those already outlined. 

The major issue is the financial one. The overall programme cost is growing, the E.S.F. 
contribution is diminishing, the Health Board allocation is being cut each year, the way ahead 
is very unclear. We are forced to make assumptions based on sparse information, but it seems 
we must reduce our overall training programme. 

We now have many trainees who have completed vocational training in our workshops. Due 
to general unemployment, and the extreme difficulty of placement, many remain and will 
remain unplaced. Are they to be discharged home, or to some other service, or retained in the 
workshops? 

Do we discharge from vocational training those who have not reached or who will not reach 
the standards required for open employment irrespective of the personal benefits they are 
drawing from vocational training? 

Do we retain our social skills programme or transfer it and its main beneficiaries to other 
health board programmes (psychiatric, handicapped etc.) at a different level and with 
different arrangements? 

Should we separately plan, resource and budget the services for 

(i) Vocational training? 

(ii) Non-training (care, sheltered employment, social skills)? 

(iii) Post training (trained, but awaiting placement)? 

No E.5.F. funding is available for (ii) and (iii) and separation would surely lead to a diminution 
of these services. 
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How do we react to current National Rehabilitation Board requests for the placement of 

(i) Over 25's (no E5.F. funds)? 

(ii) Those of low vocational ability (with low productivity) 

It would be possible to extend this list over many more items. But perhaps enough has been 
said to demonstrate that the national policy vacuum in which we find ourselves has real impact 
on the ground and on the lives and prospects of many disabled people. 

CONCLUSION 
The conclusion is, like the beginning, a reiteration of a call for clear policies, guidelines and 
information to enable local management plan ahead with confidence and surefootedness.lt is 
essential that the work to be done is set out, and the responsibilities clearly defined and are 
responsibly placed on the various bodies involved whether the Departments of Health, 
labour or Social Welfare, the National Rehabilitation Board, the health boards or the non
statutory bodies. The overall funding and financial position must be sorted out so that we all 
know what the prospects are, however bleak they may be. 

The drafting of policies for the services themselves requires action at national level, for 
sheltered wor~, day or social care, residential units or hostels, as do those for the staffing of 
these services. 

I hope that this conference and the action which will flow from it will see these matters 
resolved. 

We undoubtedly have to face up to the hard reality that for the foreseeable future work is 
going .to remain scarce for all of whether or not we are disabled. And in a situation where the 
employer can choose his labour from the large pool of persons seeking work there is no doubt 
that the disabled person runs the risk of being pushed aside unless, as I have already stressed, 
we create an acceptance among employers that disability doesn't necessarily imply a lack of 
skill or lower productivity. 

In the contributions which I look forward to hearing from the platform and the floor here 
today I hope to hear frank appraisals from you of the manner in which we are trying to 
establish the status of the disabled workers. Perhaps some of you may feel that some of our 
training services are not sufficiently adaptable to the changing need of the labour market. Are 
our trainees and those involved in the assessment and placing of the disabled adequately 
trained for their role? Are the unions sufficiently sympathetic towards the disabledworker? Is 
there prejudice among employers and how can this be removed? 

I would be glad to hear your views on this and other issues which you may regard as relevant. 
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THE VIEW OF A TRAINING AGENCY 
MR. FRANK FLANNERY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE, REHABILITATION INSTITUTE 

INTRODUCTION 
My contribution to the proceedings today will focus on the two major issues facing the 
Rehabilitation Institute in its work of vocational rehabilitation. The first issue relates to the type 
of rehabilitation services to be offered to the handicapped over the next few years; the 
second, and more critical, relates to the financing of these services. 

From now on, vocational rehabilitation programmes must take account of an employment 
situation with declining opportunities in areas traditionally suitable for the handicapped 
person. They must also take account of the emergence of new client groups who will require 
different types of training activities. In an increasingly competitive job environment, sustained· 
and vigorous efforts must be directed at securing employment for those who have completed 
their training and are ready for work. 

However, the most immediate and overwhelming need is to alter the structure of vocational 
rehabilitation services and make the appropriate statutory provision for sheltered 
employment. 

The services of the Rehabilitation Institute a're financed from three sources: its own 
commercial and fund-raising activities, fees from the State for the services provided on an 
agency basis to individual Health Boards and grants from the European Social Fund. We are 
conscious of the increasing pressure oil the public funds and ESF grant-aid; cutbacks are both 
real and rumoured. 

The reality facing all the training agencies is fairly stark; it will be impossible to provide training 
and employment opportunities for the handicapped without the commitment to continue 
and increase the support from the community (and the State) on whose behalf these services 
are being provided. 

REVIEW OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROGRAMMES 
The growth in services for the handicapped in Ireland which has occurred in the past decade 
has been unprecedented. In the case of the Rehabilitation Institute, it has meant a five-fold 
increase in that time in the Institute's capacity to provide vocational rehabilitation 
programmes. At the end of 1985 there were over 2,000 places at 41 locations throughout 
Ireland. 

The growth which has occurred has also altered the character ofthe service. The Institute now 
provides a much broader range of training and rehabilitation programmes to a much wider 
group of people than heretofore. At one end of the spectrum the National Training Centres at 
Roslyn Park and Ashtown and the facilities at the other advanced training centres offer 
opportunities to individuals with high ability, with subsequent placement in open 
employment. At the other end of the scale; trainees in the Community Workshops who, on 
average, have lower ability and, in many cases, less opportunity for placement in open 
employment, nonetheless require and benefit from the substantial rehabilitation services 
offered by the Institute. 

The service provided is essentially an individual service, geared to the ability of the trainee and 
paced to allow the maximum development and rehabilitation. We recognise that this is an 
expensive process in terms of time and resources, but it is also successful in achieving its 
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ultimate objective. It is one of the reasons why the Institute continues to have a satisfactory 
success rate with its trainees, and why there is continuing demand for the services we provide. 

In carrying out its work of vocational rehabilitation, the Institute's philosophy has been to 
concentrate on the potential of the individual, thus avoiding artificial distinctions between 
different client groups. The broad-based nature of the service is demonstrated by the spread 
of trainees across all age groups, social classes and types of disability. In p.lanning the future 
development of rehabilitation services, it will be important to avoid introducing any artificial 
distinctions between various disability groupings in the provision of services. 

THE FUTURE FOR REHABILITATION SERVICES 
The Institute is currently involved in planning rehabilitation services which will take it into the 
21st century - now less than 15 years away! In this process, we have to cater for two 
requirements simultaneously: a service which will maximise the progress of the individual and 
at the same time provide the best chances for that person to become economically self
sufficient. 

Despite an economic recession which led to a rapid increase in unemployment levels over the 
past five or six years, between two and three hundred of the Institute's trainees have been 
successfully placed each year. This is an undoubted reflection on the quality and ability of the 
trainees as well as on the effectiveness of the Institute's programmes. Our policy has been to 
provide training through the medium of a real productive situation, thereby enhancing the 
possibilities of rapid transfer into the open employment enviroriment. As this policy is set to 
continue, we have to take account of the many far-reaching changes that are occurring in the 
work environment and include these in our own programmes. 

Changes in the structure of the Irish economy, the increase in unemployment and the impact 
of new technology all demand a response in terms of the structure and content of 
rehabilitation programmes. We envisage a much greater emphasis on training programmes in 
the services area (e.g. retail, catering) and in natural resource- based activities, (e.g. 
agriculture, horticulture, fish processing) in the next five to ten yea·rs. Qualitative 
improvements will also be undertaken in the advanced training courses and in the 
manufacturing training area to ensure their continuing relevance. 

Up to recently, the average worker could expect to spend his working life within the one 
company or organisation: it is assumed that handicapped workers followed the same pattern. 
In future, frequent job changes will become the norm for most workers if they are to stay in 
the employment market. Part-time work and job sharing will also become more significant. 
Thus it will be necessary to plan for the retraining needs of the handicapped to ensure that 
they have the same flexibility. It would be totally unfair to condemn them to a life of inactivity 
once they have experienced the benefits and stimulus of a work environment. 

Although there has been rapid growth in the Community Workshop facilities provided for the 
handicapped by the Institute and other organisations, the demand for services is still 
substantial. large population centres, particularly in Dublin, require new facilities. 
Furthermore, new groups are emerging who can be defined as "handicapped" - due to 
changes in employment patterns, including new technology, or because of difficulties in 
coping with the educational system. Other potential users for vocational rehabilitation 
services include substance abusers, accident victims and socially disadvantaged groups. 

The policy and philosophy of the Rehabilitation Institute has been to serve community needs 
throughout Ireland in the area of vocational rehabilitation. We envisage a continuing 
expansion of our services into the 21st century to meet these needs adequately. 
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THE CASE FOR SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT 
In addressing the realities associated with training and employing the handicapped, the focus 
is usually (and correctly) on the open employment market. It is essential to recognise two 
important factors: firstly, the open market is not the only possible option for employment and, 
secondly, not all handicapped trairiees will be capable of sustaining employment in the free, 
competitive market. 

Community Workshop facilities which were set up following the 1974 Robins Report on 
Training and Employing the Handicapped provide rehabilitation opportunities for 
handicapped persons preparing for open employment and also for individuals who have 
difficulty in obtaining or retaining open employment. The Report recommended that the 
latter group should remain in the Community Workshop as sheltered employees, on 
completion of their training period, with the necessary Government financial support to the 
'operating agencies. 

As we are well aware, the Rehabilitation Institute has operated Community Workshops for 
over a decade in the absence of the necessary statutory financial arrangements for this service. 
The situation must be remedied without delay, since a substantial number of the trainee 
caseload may very well be more suited to sheltered employment. What the Rehabilitation 
Institute is providing in some cases is long-term training places rather than the sheltered 
employment places which are needed. 

The State must recognise that its responsibilities towards the handicapped are not dischanged 
at the end of a training course of limited duration. The reality is that there are many individuals 
in need of long-term support. The Rehabilitation Institute does not want to discharge people 
from its workshops without some alternative form of service or support. We know that this 
course of action would bring about a rapid deterioration in the health and morale of the 
already disadvantaged handicapped person and their hard-pressed families. As a 
consequence, the State would be required to deal with these problems as well as providing 
continuing financial support. 

However, this situation might be forced upon us unless all involved in the provision of. 
handicapped services recognise that the sheltered facilities are needed, that sheltered 
facilities improve the level of care forthe handicapped in the community and that, if properly 
financed, can be of immense benefit to the community as a whole. 

The need for sheltered employment is a major concern of the Institute in planning for the 
future. We are aware that discussions on the subject are already underway between the 
Department of Health and the National Rehabilitation Board and would encourage all groups 
involved to bring these discussions to a satisfactory and early conclusion. 

It must be recognised, however, that sheltered employment services cannot be provided 
without substantial financial allocations. These do not necessarily have to be provided by the 
Department of Health, but some element of State subsidy is required. Until such time as 
formal statutory provision is made for sheltered employment, no realistic progress can be 
made and the overall rehabilitation service will remain very vulnerable to reduction or 
revision of European Social Fund support. There is also the real danger that the services 
actually provided will be distorted by over-reliance on a Fund with restrictive rules and 
eligibility. 

The Rehabilitation Institute is prepared to commit the full weight of its resources, in both the 
rehabilitation and commercial spheres, to ensure that a satisfactory service is provided for the 
individuals who need it, and if this requires us to get involved in sheltered employment, we 
will have to face up to this responsibility. 
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SERVICES FOR THE HANDICAPPED - FUNDING ISSUES 
The growth in the services provided by the Rehabilitation Institute has been reflected in a 
three-fold increase in operating costs in the six years 1980-1985. At present, some 40 percent of 
the operating costs of the Institute are of~et by revenue from its commercial operations. The 
remaining 60 percent is provided in roughly equal proportions by fees for services from the 
Department of Health (through the various Health Boards) and by grant-aid from the 
European Social Fund. The Institute's fund-raising activities are used for capital development 
purposes and to offset revenue shortfalls and expenses ineligible under E.S.F. Rules. 

The provision of services for the handicapped in Ireland has been undertaken in partnership 
between the Health Boards and the voluntary organisations. From the viewpoint of the State, 
these arrangements, we believe, are highly cost-effective. The Health Boards through their 
capital contributions to the cost of new developments and through the payments of annual 
training fees, have been in a position to discharge their statutory obligations under the various 
Health Acts. 

In using the Rehabilitation Institute as a contractor, the Health Boards have been assured of a 
good rehabilitation service for their clients, without incurring any of the substantial overhead 
costs or coping with the operational problems associated with the day-to-day management of 
the service. 

All this has been achieved at a cost per trainee of the annual training fee - currently £755. 
Additional funds have been made available from the Health Boards in respect of transport and 
maintenance services. The training fee represents a reasonable cost and would probably stand 
up to comparison with the costs which would be incurred if the Health Boards were to 
undertake the provision of these services directly. However, from the viewpoint of the 
Institute, it represents only a fraction of the total cost of providing the service. Comparing the 
training fees to the costs of other services in the health, training or education fields emphasises 
the reality further. 

Apart from the social benefits arising from the provision of satisfactory rehabilitation services, 
the many studies undertaken in the area of economic cost benefit indicate the positive impact 
of training disabled people for open employment. For the two to three hundred people 
placed in open employment from the Institute each year, there is an immediate saving per 
person of DPMA (£2,160.60 p.a.) or RMA (£2,646.80 p.a.). This is a substantial saving when 
compared with the average annual training fee of £755. 

Any review by the State of the funding provided for training the handicapped must, as a 
matter of priority, establish a realistic fee for the training services provided by private 
organisations. This fee should at least establish parity between funds available to specialist 
training agencies for the handicapped and those providing the same services for the able
bodied. 

EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND 
The priority status afforded to Ireland on joining the EEC in 1973 has meant that the provision 
of training services for the handicapped (and for other groups) has been greatly facilitated by 
the European Social Fund. It has enabled statutory and private organisations in Ireland to 
develop their services to meet the demand which existed for them. At this stage, many 
organisations in the public and private sector are dependent on the Social Fund for a 
substantial proportion of their income. This particularly so in the case of the Rehabilitation 
Institute which is a major beneficiary of the European Social Fund .. Grants from the Fund 
provided 32 percent of total operational costs of over £18 million in 1985. 
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The recent cutbacks announced in the level of European Social Funding to. the handicapped 
services in Ireland are particularly unpalatable from the Institute's point of view. Unplanned 
and unanticipated cutbacks can have unforeseen and unintended consequences and can 
upset the financing arrangements for the efficient operation of the rehabilitation services. 

Furthermore, the arbitrary nature of the cut-backs and the disproportionate redudions in. 
respect of the over 25s have a distorting effect on the provision of rehabilitation services in 
Ireland. There are no grounds for discriminating between two handicapped persons requiring 
rehabilitation services, simply because one is aged over 25 and the other is not. If all 
organisations were to provide services for the handicapped on the basis of the under 25 group 
alone, the result would be extremely unfair. Yet, this is precisely the impad which the recent 
reductions will have on the services provided by the statutory and voluntary organisations. A 
change in this provision must be a high priority when the E.S.F. rules are next being revised in 
1988. 

Cutbacks in the allocations by the Department of Health to the Health Services generally have 
meant that, in recent years, Health Boards have been forced to make very significant cuts in 
services in their own areas. We are aware that every effort has been made to maintain the 
priority to the handicapped and to other special groups, such as children and the aged.· 
However, the necessary growth in services has been held back and the overall impad has 
been to discriminate against one of the silent and disadvantaged groups in society. 

The Institute accepts the need for control of public expenditure. Its own response has been to 
try as far as possible to meet the operational costs from its own resources by increasing 
revenue from commercial adivities. But in a situation where the level of fees for services 
provided to the State is wholly inadequate, there is limited room for manoeuvre. 

TRAINING INITIATIVES 
With so much attention being devoted at present to the problem of youth unemployment, 
there is a danger that the special needs to the handicapped will be neglected. It is not enough 
to allocate the funds from the 1 percent Youth Employment levy to special pilot schemes and 
initiatives and expect that the handicapped will participate in these schemes. 

Because of their particular requirements, the effect in pradice will be to exclude them, 
resulting in a covert form of discrimination. Moreover, the EEC is proposing a form of social 
contract which would guarantee young Europeans a minimum period of training for work. 

The only way to ensure that the handicapped are not discriminated against in any of these 
initiatives is to channel some realistic percentage of the funds to the agencies who have the 
specialist expertise in dealing with the training of the handicapped. 

EMPLOYMENT INITIATIVES 
The Rehabilitation Institute is also concerned to ensure that no qualified trainee will be 
excluded from employment opportunities, despite the difficulties in the job market. This is the 
motivation behind the "Ready for Work" campaign launched at t~e end of April, 1986. 

The Institute, through its training programmes, has developed .the skills of the trainees to 
make them relevant to the needs of employers. When training courses have been completed, 
the young people look to a job as a means'of self-expression and their motivation to achieve. 
this goal is very high. The job opportunity is the bridge between a training course and the 
achievement of personal independence. 
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. Handicapped people must not be denied this opportunity, particularly when they have so 
much to offer a prospective employer. 

No effort will be spared in finding jobs for the 300 young people who will complete their 
training programmes this year. Everyone recognises that economic circumstances have 
reduced opportunities in the private sector. However, we are hopeful that the improvemel)ts 
forecast will lead to more jobs becoming available. 

In the public sector, the voluntary quota system has been in operation for nearly ten years. 
Unfortunately it has proved an unrealistic approach to opening up a significant number of 
jobs in the public sector. To redress the situation, there is an obvious case for introducing a 
compulsory quota system ~ithout delay. 

CONCLUSION 
The Rehabilitation Institute was established to serve individuals in the community in need of 
specialised vocational rehabilitation services. Although the character of its services and the 
client groups have changed substantially in the thirty-six years since it was set up, there has 
'been no change in the underlying reason for its existence. 

Today's seminar is very helpful in discussing critical issues which face all involved in service 
proyision. But the ultimate reality which the Department of Health must recognise is that the 
services for training and employing the handicapped need adequate funding to ensure their 
continued vibrancy and,relevance into the 21st century. 
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THE VIEW OF THE 
NATIONAL REHABILIT A lION\ BOARD 

MR. JOHN FUREY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, NATIONAL REHABILITATION BOARD 

I am pleased to have the opportunity to participate in this Seminar as I am satisfied that we need 
to stand back and look at what is happening in Ireland in relation to the rehabilitation, training" 
placement and employment of disabled people. We must also ask questions about the' 
problems which will be posed in the future due to: 

The prevailing economic climate. 
The dramatic changes taking place in the job market. 
The new technology opportunities. 
The developments in relation to Social Fund Aid. 
The necessity for specific responses to the identified needs of disabled persons. 

I have been asked to address a specific area and must therefore confine my remarks accordingly 
but it is important to note thanhe absence of comment on other areas of significanc~ to 
disabled persons does not mean that the Board does not have a view to express regarding those 
matters. 

EXISTING REHABILITATION SERVICE 
We cannot but say that over the last ten years, an extensive network of workshops for the 
disabled has been established throughout the country despite some geographic imbalance in 
their provision. Most of these are of a high quality structurally and there has been a 
corresponding improvement and development of appropriate training and work programmes 
in these centres. 

These developments have evolved from: 

A marked improvement in the identification of handicap. 
Greater awareness of the needs of disabled persons. 
A better understanding of the scale of services necessary to meet these specific 
needs. . 

As part of this process there has been an expansion in the numberof day centres and vocational 
therapeutic activities for those disabled persons who are not capable of participating in the 
more demanding activities of the training and production workshops. Where I refer to 
vocational therapeutic services I am referring to those activities carried on in day centres and 
similar centres where work is a medium used for the functional rehabilitation of the clients. 

It would be inappropriate in a Conference such as this to talk iii general terms about the' 
disabled population, vocational training, employment and rehabilitation since the participants 
have considerable knowledge and experience in these areas. But if we are to look realistically at 
the use of these services and develop a national plan for future vocational rehabilitation in this 
country we must agree the facts. That is, we must look at the needs of the entire population of 
disabled persons and determine whether the existing structure and funding of services satisfies 
these needs. 

The National Rehabilitation Board has approximately 8,000 disabled clients on its Vocational 
Register who have various degrees of disability and functional abilities and whose needs vary 
from social support and counselling to job training, employment or third level education. In 
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addition there are young disabled persons who through the Board are receiving ongoing 
Psychological Services and who move onto the Vocational Register each year. A very high 
proportion of persons seeking the services of the Board require the special expertise and 
experience of the Board's professional staff to maximise their opportunities for economic or 
social self sufficiency. The main resources available to the Board for the development and 
employment of handicapped persons are: 

Workshops, whether community or special category, 
AnCO's internal or external training courses. 
Day care and day activitation centres. 
Educational programmes. 
Department of Labour employment schemes. 
Direct placements into employment in the private and public sector. 

It is necessary, however, to re-assert the right of disabled persons to benefit fully from the 
various schemes which are in operation in the main stream for the training and employment of 
non-disabled persons. 

As part of the state's Manpower Policy, a wide range of Manpower Intervention Schemes are 
now available, which include: 

Employment Incentive Scheme. 
Social Employment Scheme. 
Work Experience Programme. 
Enterprise Allowance Scheme. 
Teamwork. 
Community Youth Programme. 

THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL REHABILITATION BOARD 
Due to the pressure for places on these schemes and also because they were designed and are 
operated with the able-bodied population in mind, relatively few disabled people benefit from 
them at present. This situation can be changed through: 

Opening up these schemes in a positive and meaningful way by laying down'firm 
policy gUidelines to ensure easier access to these schemes by disabled persons. 

The funding of the National Rehabilitation Board to allow it to directly administer a -
number of these schemes. The Board could utilise its. established relationship with 
training agencies, workshops, activity centres and employers. This funding should 
come from the general funding for the labour market initiative. 

In proposing a more direct role for the National Rehabilitation Board in the administration and ., 
management of manpower intervention schemes I am conscious of the fact that an increasing 
share of the state's resources is being directed towards labour market initiatives while less 
resources, in relative terms, are likely to be devoted to the health care system. Greater use could 
be made of the community and special category workshops and day activity centres which are 
especially equipped to meet the specific needs of disabled persons by the Board's direct 
involvement. It is unacceptable that, relative to the able-bodied population, disabled persons 
should be restricted in their opportunities to enter training and job preparation programmes 
because of financial restrictions or the over rigid application of selection criteria'. 

As an example of the latter, I draw your attention to the fact that: as currently operated, all 
school leavers have been given a Social Guarantee of training or employment. The disabled 
school leaver, however, must satisfy the criterion of suitability for open employment before 
qualifying for the programmes administered under the Social Guarantee. 
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I would recommend the establishment oian appropriate mechanism to ensure that disabled 
persons have access to .the pool of funds available for employment and employment related 
initiatives being carried,on by the relevant departments of state. 

Much has been said from time to time about the appropriate location of the placement 
function for disabled persons and whether their interests would be better served if this role was 
with the Department of Labour. It is clear that it is the right of every job seeker to be registered 
with the National Manpower Services irrespective of the presence or absence of a disability. 
The facts are, however, that the vast majority of disabled persons who seek the Board's services 
will want from the Board significantly more than a placement service alone can provide. Many 
persons who are actually entering training or employment require special social supports, 
transport arrangements, counselling and regular review. In order to do the job properly, it is 
necessary to have a very clear understanding of the individual's needs and a knowledge of the 
special services in the community to meet those needs. It is probably true to say that many 
persons who in other countries would be termed disabled, such as persons with a minor or 
indeed much greater functional limitation, in Ireland obtain their jobs through their own 
initiatives or through the National Manpower Service. As well as having the appropriate 
professional expertise, an important feature of a vocational service is that it should be in a 
position to guarantee continuity of service from medical rehabilitation or education, through 
vocational assessment and guidance, and into placement. 

The placement options at present for the majority of National Rehabilitation Board clients are in 
health based services. It is important that the existing networking of the continuum of services 
would not be lost to disabled persons in any re-appraisal of the present system. Consequently 
what is at issue here is not simply the location of the placement function but rather the location 
of administrative and funding responsibility for the entire spectrum of rehabilitation services. 

QUOTA SCHEMES 
During the years 1982-1984, follOWing the peak year of 1981, we saw a fall in placements into 
employment. Thankfully the downward trend was arrested and reversed in 1985 and the figures 
to date look promising for 1986 despite the continuing economic difficulties and high level of 
general unemployment. One of the disappointing factors is the failure of the public sector to 
achieve the 3% Quota target set down in Government policy. We are aware of the problems 
arising from the level of public service expenditure and the embargo placed on recruitment. 
For the disabled population, the quota scheme, which only became materially effective in 1981, 
was the first major opportunity for disabled persons to share in the massive job opportunities 
which the public service presented. In July 1984, the Board established a working party to 
review the operations of the Public Service Quota Scheme, and also to make recommendations 
on appropriate policy for the compulsory employment of disabled persons in the public and 
private sectors. The Working Pa.rty has recommended a series of measures aimed at 
strengthening and streamlining the Public Service Quota Scheme. The Board will continue to 
argue in favour of the recruitment ban being waived in respect of posts which could be filled by 
disabled applicants. 

With regard to the private sector, the Working Party recommended that the introduction of a 
compulsory Quota System in that sector would not be an appropriate initial approach to 
meeting the employment needs of disabled people in Ireland at this time. An alternative 
package of measures aimed at promoting the employment of disabled workers is proposed in 
the Working Party's report. This report has been widely circulated for discussions prior to its 
formal adoption by the Board and subsequent presentation to the Minister for Health. 
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EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND 
I would like to turn again to the existing network of services which has been developed in the 
public and private sector to meet the needs of disabled persons for therapeutic, functional and 

'vocational rehabilitation. Much of this development was assisted by the availability of Social 
Fund aid through the eligibility of vocational training activities conducted within the state. In 
the recent past budgetary pressures in the Community together with the entry of three new 
member states which are high priority regions, or almost wholly so, raise serious doubts about 
the availability of continuing support at the level previously enjoyed let alone the expectation 
of any expansion on that source of funding. I am sure others will be speaking in more depth 
about the Social Fund but there is one aspect which I would like to address in the context of my 
presentation. 

I am concerned that in the operation of the social fund the special needs of disabled persons 
are not adequately provided for. Under the current rules of the fund all persons under 25 years 
of age are entitled to up to a total of two years vocational training made up of an initial year of 
preparatory training and a further year of more advanced training. For disabled persons to 
participate in fund assisted vocational training, however, they must satisfy the rule that they 
will be capable of entering employment in the open labour market. In the case of disabled 
persons, therefore, the disability becomes a basis for denying individuals an opportunity to 
maximise their economic potential.within the context of an eligible operation. The Board 
would strongly defend the right of all disabled persons to participate in appropriate vocational 
training programmes and to recover the same level of community support as that available to 
their non disabled peers. This is a minimum requirement. Indeed, because of the special 
needs of disabled persons, particularly those who will be competing in the open labour 
market, access to further fund assisted training will be required. The duration of that training 
should be determined by the needs of the individual and the objectives of the training 
programme. 

A high proportion of trainees in the workshop system will require long term sheltered work. A 
further number will enter the labour market only by means of schemes for supported or 
subsidised employment compensating for their lower productivity levels. It is essential that the 
vocational needs of these groups are met, despite the more restricted rules and reduced 
support from the Social Fund. As a first step in that process, the real needs must be quantified 
and the roles of the various rehabilitation programmes and workshops appropriately defined. 
As a result of this process, the true picture regarding funding requirements will emerge, and 
resources can be regrouped based on agreed priorities. 

INNOVATION IN VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 
Vocational rehabilitation initiatives do not fall neatly into two groups - those relating to open 
employment and sheltered work or long term training. A continuum of services must be 
provided to meet the broad range of identified needs encompassing open employment at 
one end of the spectrum to day activity at the other. While day care activity is not strictly within 
the brief of the conference, it must be said that increasingly the need for this level of service is 
being identified. The experience of our own vocational staff is that inappropriate placements 
into workshops may be sought because of its absence. It is neither to the advantage of the 
disabled trainees nor the management that such inappropriate referrals take place. Day 
activity services must be considered as a priority in the total plan for rehabilitation services in 
Ireland. It is in the context of such developments that the potential of the truly voluntary 
inputs can be maximised. 
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In the area of employment, the needs of individual disabled people for participating in 
economic activity will vary considerably. The responses therefore must be flexible. The 
narrow view of the traditional forms of sheltered employment as the only alternative to open 
employment fails to take account of a whole variety of initiatives as possible responses to 
employment needs. Such initiatives could make for better economic sense and provide 
effectively for social integration. I have particularly in mind the establishment of small groups 
of disabled workers on sub-contract work within a host factory. Such groups could be 
attached to a special category or a community workshop and would be supervised in the host 
factory by a trainer from the workshop. This would eliminate the need for the transport of 
goods to and from the centre as well as providing an opportunity for social integration or 
indeed for the working group to be eventually subsumed into the host factory. 

The Board, mindful of the need for an innovatory approach to the employment of disabled 
persons, has considered a further set of options ranging from the use of part-time working and 
job sharing through to full-time employment in sheltered workshops. All these options 
require to be assessed as to their: 

cost effectiveness 
relevance to needs of disabled persons 
potential for reducing costs of existing services 
likely demand on public funds 

POSSIBLE AREAS OF INNOVATION 
I would suggest that three particular activities need to be tested as to their relevance in Ireland 
in addressing some of the work aspirations of disabled persons who cannot be placed into the 
types of employment now available. 

The first is Sheltered Industrial Groups where the employee would work in an open""' 
employment setting but would be paid by a sponsoring agency. This would give fixity of 
tenure and an economic wage. The sponsoring agency would receive from the employer an 
agreed sum of money appropriate to the productive contribution of the disabled person to 
the firm. This amount could be re-assessed over time depending on the work contribution of 
the disabled person. 

The second option is the establishment of a number of sheltered employment projects-~ 
throughout the country on an agreed basis using locally identified work opportunities to 
assess the relevance and cost implications of such activities. The pilot projects could run for a 
period of say 3 years at the end of which they could be re-assessed and reviewed. 

The third activity involves the use of new technology. Many disabled people could engage in~' 
worthwhile economic activity if they did not have to travel to work. Remote working or 
telework has been established in a number of countries for both disabled and non-disabled 
persons. A group of disabled persons with the adequate skills should be set up, to undertake 
remote work and to assess the potential of this type of activity which may indeed become a 
common feature of employment for the community generally. 

CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES 
The state has over the years as part of economic development policy established or supported 
some thirty agencies to stimulate, encourage and attract industrial and allied activities to this 
country. While the disabled population has benefitted from the resulting industrial growth, 
no special measures have been taken to exploit the potential of these agencies such as in 
developing the entrepreneurial skills of disabled people and the creation of joint ventures, 
and co-operatives involving disabled and non-disabled persons. 
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The Board in its report on its role in job creation, strongly supported the establishment of a
Central Business Advisory Service. This unit would assist voluntary and statutory bodies in job 
creation initiatives and channel the necessary support for such proposals from the other state 
agencies which have the expertise, financial resources and research facilities to evaluate and 
to support these actions. Such a service could take under its auspices the establishment of 
sheltered industrial groups, the monitoring and control of the pilot sheltered workshop 
network and assist the existing workshop's operations with their commercial problems. At 
.present, the Board together with: 

The Federated Union of Employers 
Irish Congress of Trade Unions 
Departments of Health and Labour 
The Union of Voluntary Organisations for the Handicapped 
The Institute of Personnel Managers 

is drawing up a Code of Good Practice for the employment and retention of disabled 
persons in the workforce. When published, there will be a need to make employers aware of 
the terms of this Code in all sedors of the economy. It is important that this Code becomes 
part of the accepted norms for personnel policies in all major employment. The Board sees in 
this a great potential for the stimulation of public awareness in the employment needs of 
disabled persons. 

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE 
One of the great difficulties in trying to plan for the future is to know what we are planning for. 
We should be planning to meet the needs of people who currently and in the future will form 
the focus of our attention. But despite our best endeavours we do not have a comprehensive 
bank of information, in a form which is capable of manipulation so that we can predict the 
volume of individual services required in the future. I would earnestly request those with 
responsibility for the records systems for the physically and mentally handicapped to 
complete these records as comprehensively as possible, so that this information can be used to 
establish the service needs of the future disabled population. In terms of its own needs, the 
Board is at an advanced stage in the planning of its own information management system and 
we look forward to its early implementation. 

Should the Department of Social Welfare at any stage adopt a policy for the rehabilitation and· 
training or retraining of disabled persons in receipt of long term social welfare disability 
benefits, the present system of rehabilitation could not cope. Long term planning is required 
and a representative group should now be established, to draft a National Plan for the 
Development of Rehabilitation Services in Ireland for the 1990's and beyond. Such a planning 

. group should be representative of disabled persons and statutory and voluntary bodies. The 
Green Paper 'Towards a Full Life" can act as a starting point for such a plan. The National 
Rehabilitation Board would if requested by the Department of Health undertake the 
establishment of such a group 

One might rightly ask at this stage as to where the resources are to come from to undertake -
these tasks. I would identify three areas in particular. Firstly, the use of some of the additionality 
provided by the social fund income to the state. The dired management of a proportion of 
these monies for these projects would be both relevant and desirable. The second source 
would be part of the levy paid by both the non-disabled and disabled workers towards youth 
training and employment. 

The channeling of some of these funds to assist disabled persons is justified, and finally a -
proportion of the state lottery could also be assigned for this purpose when it commences late 
this year. 
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CONCLUSION 
In conclusion I would like to remark on the high quality of services and the level of expertise 
which has developed in Ireland in all aspects of rehabiliation serviceS'for disabled persons. 
Those engaged in the provision of rehabilitation services in Ireland are directly involved in the 
special action of the European Economic Community in favour of'disabled people and in 
other international organisations of disabled persons and are thus kept aware of new 
initiatives and services in other countries. There is nationally a pool of new ideas and 
proposals. We do not need to consult more experts or to look further at what others are doing. 
What we need now is to tackle some of the challenges, establish some of the projeds, albeit on 
a pilot basis, and evaluate their relevance to the urgent needs of our disabled population. 
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES 
MR. MICHAB. WHITI, YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SUPER VISOR, IRISH WHEELCHAIR ASSOCIATION 

(A Disabled Person) 

INTRODUCTION 
I am both honoured and very pleased to be asked to speak to such a distinguished gathering of 
people, especially at a conference where the subject is very near to the heart of any really 
concerned disabled person, and indeed, is of very real significance to me personally. 

1 am here to share some of my personal impressions and experiences as a trainee and hopefully 
make some suggestions for improvements. 

1 don't think anything 1 say will offend or annoy anyone, but if some of my remarks do offend, 1 
apologise in advance for no offence is intended. On the other hand, if anyone is annoyed 1 can 
live with that. 

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 
Educationally 1 had a very bad start in life. 1 missed most of my early years in school due to 
hospitalisation and after teaching myself to read a little with comic books, 1 got my first taste of 
anything resembling school at the then newly developing Central Remedial Clinic in 
Goatstown. After a couple of years there.1 got the only formal education of niy life from the 
Oblate Fathers in Inchicore for one year and four months. 1 mention this so that you can 
appreciate the problem 1 presented for those who assessed me for possible training and why 
the optio::>ns offered to me were necessarily limited. 

SELECTION FOR TRAINING - A HAPHAZARD PROCESS 
The choice given to me was between training as a telephonist (which has a couple of years 
waiting list) or either of two trades, carpentry or watch-making. 

1 was not willing to wait the two years, and at any rate, considered that a trade offered much the 
better future potential. Since carpentry involved work that, with my disability would be very 
difficult, 1 chose watchmaking and started in the R.T.B. workshop in Pearse Street about 1964. 
Of those on my training course, 1 would say with hindsight, that two thirds were unsuited. 

My original attitude towards the training of disabled people for open employment at that time 
was one of cynicism to begin with. 1 thought to myself, what's the point of being trained for jobs 
that don't exist, in a trade which, 1 felt, had only a limited life? However, once 1 started my 
outlook changed to one of a much more positive and hopeful nature. 1 had the idea that what 
was offered as a training period followed by a "real" job was somewhat of an illusion and that, in 
fad, most trainees justdid their two years and went back to whatever they were doing before. 
This was very far from the truth; in fact avery high proportion of trainees were placed in jobs 
that had real future pros peds. My main criticisms of the system would be of the technical 
proficiency attained or the output volume of work trainees were expected to produce. 

THE WORLD OF WORK 
When 1 started in the City Centre Jewellers, 1 was only paid the same rate as a first year 
apprentice, despite the fad that 1 had two years experience doing jobs that apprentices in the 
normal course of events would not be doing until they had completed three years or even 
more and 1 argued that this was unjust. However, after only a few days there 1 saw things in a 
very different light. The work 1 was turning out was way below the quality expected and on the 
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morning when the Boss put a pile of about twenty watches on my bench and said they were "all. 
needed in just under two days", I knew I was in trouble. I had to virtually start my time all over 
again and my ideas of how much I should be paid were put iri their proper perspective. 

EVALUATING THE EXPERIENCE OF A TRAINING WORKSHOP 
Of my experience in the Training Centre, I would say that after the pessimism and uncertainty 
of my early teens, it seemed to open the door to a "Normal Independent Future" to a limited 
extent. I n terms of my development as a person and of the new relationships and experiences it 
opened up, its benefits cannot be overstated. However, as training to be technically able to 
function and compete, at a level sufficient to allow me to earn a living and build a future in 
watchmaking, it left much to be desired. I was not qualified. 

THE LIGHTER SIDE 
Some of the other lads being trained at the same time as myself seemed totally unsuited to the 
work, a fact which brought about some hilarious goings on. There was one large very quiet man 
whose job, for some unknown reason, was to do all the very large clocks, and regularly the quiet 
of the workshop would suddenly and dramatically be broken when he would lift the top plate 
from a clock without first letting down the mainsprings. This sent bits and pieces flying in all 
directions with such force that on one occasion a wheel completely severed the top of a chap's 
"spot-form" racing book while he was reading it, thereby ending his hopes of a few winners 
that day and very nearly his life. On another day, a large wheel went rocketing through an open 
window and crashed off the upper deck of a C.LE. double decker bus. 

WHAT IS NEEDED NOW 
I don't presume to be qualified to advise professionals on how they should dotheir jobs but I 
have had a good deal of practical experience and have been involved with disabled people and 
those things that most affect them for most of my life and would offer the following suggestions 
to those engaged in the training process: 

TRAINING 

1. Much more thought needs to be given to the suitability of potential trainees to do the 
work for which it is proposed they be trained. Better that someone be told to raise or 
lower their sights and their expectations than to have their limitations rudely exposed in 
the workplace. 

2. However protracted the training period necessary, trainees should not be placed in a 
job until they have a realistic chance of making good. The disabled trainee must be 
better trained than his/her able-bodied peer. 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
1. More emphasis needs to be put on the creation ofsmall co-operatives or self employment 

opportunities as it is very clear to me that with the technological advances on the one 
hand, and the erosion of many traditional crafts and. industries on the other, the future 
for disabled people in employment is going to lie more and more with adapting to a 
changing work ethos, rather than trying to place people in jobs with which they cannot 
cope or are near to becoming obsolete. 

2. Where employers have real difficulties employing disabled people because. of the 
unsuitability of machinery or inaccessibility of premises, that technical assistance and 
suitable grant incentives be provided by way of encouragement. 
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- . 
3. Realistic employment quotas must be established for state, semi-state and large manu-

faduring and commercial concerns and these quota provisions must be honoured in 
the letter and the spirit. 

4. We need much higher emphasis on: 
Education, Motivation, Training and Commitment. 

CONCLUSION 
Finally, let me say that we are fortunate to live in a country where there is genuine commitment 
to see that disabled people have.as free and independent a life as possible. Witness the creation 
of such bodies as the National Rehabilitation Board and the determination of government 
agencies such as AnCO and the National Manpower Service to facilitate these aims. However, 
only when this commitment is made as effedive as that of voluntary bodies such as the Irish 
Wheelchair Association, the Central Remedial Clinic etc. will we see a real change in the 
present situation. Like it or not, some state backed bodies have considerably less than the full 
approval of those people it is their express duty to serve. 

I do, however, see hope for the future. Conferences such as this with their open dialogue can 
only hasten the day when we will stand along-side our more fortunate able-bodied 
contemporaries as equals in every sense. 
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THE EMPLOYERS' PERSPECTIVE 
MR. JOHN DUNNE, DIRECTOR, FEDERATED UNION OF EMPLOYERS (FUE) 

INTRODUCTION 
Some five years ago the F.U.E. was asked to participate in the work of a group set up by the 
"Union of Voluntary Organisations for the Handicapped" (U.V.O.H.) to produce a bookletor 
handbook for employers who already employed disabled workers or who might do so in the 
future. We were most happy to be involved and later to give our full approval to the finished 
product developed under the sponsorship of the Employer Labour Conference In 

consultation with the Irish Congress of Trade Unions and the U.V.O.H. 

It is worth recalling early on in the proceedings that the approach adopted in the guide to the 
issues of employment and training of the disabled was a 'positive' one and to state 
unambiguously that that continues to be the F.U.E.'s position to-day. It is perhaps worth recalling 
at this stage, also, two paragraphs in the introdUdion to the guide. The opening statement 
records: 

"It is a generally accepted view that society has a responsibility to help the disabled 
to enjoy a reasonable standard of living, and to lead their lives in self-respect and 
dignity as fully integrated members of the community. The satisfadion which 
comes from being useful should be accessible to all who have the will and the 
ability to contribute. Nobody esteems employment more than the disabled - not 
just because of the financial reward, but even more for the feeling that they are 
wanted and needed." 

and later on the statement is made: 

"Since employment is often so crucial to the well-being of the disabled, it is 
especially important that employers' understanding of disability and their 
attitudes towards the disabled should be clear and positive. For the professional. 
personnel manager in particular, the employment of the disabled is an important 
subject. This is especially so because of the developing public interest and concern 
for the disabled. It must be remembered that many employers are either disabled 
themselves, or are related to the disabled person." 

It is with these sentiments in mind that we approach the Green Paper which is the focus of this 
conference and in particular the sections which deal with employment opportunities and 
training. 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
It would be unreal to consider the issue of employment opportunities without reference to 
the situation regarding employment as a whole. We cannot ignore the fact that there are over 
230,000 people currently unemployed ~ the vast majority most anxious to obtain 
employment and many of them with qualifications of one kind or another. With so many able
bodied men and women queueing up for employment there may well be a temptation to 
ignore the position of the handicapped and to take the view that they are much less of a 
priority. On the other hand there may be a temptation to accept the argument that precisely· 
because of this situation the only practical way forward is to operate on a quota system in both 
the private and public sectors. Neither of these positions should be accepted. 
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QUOTAS 
On the issue of quotas we know what the existing position is in the public sector in Ireland and 
the Green Paper has rightly identified the situation which has developed with the use of 
quotas in the private (as well as public) sectors elsewhere. The use of quotas will not work here 
for the same reasons as it has not worked elsewhere. It represents an artificial obligation 
imposed on companies against their will and apart from its effects on employers appears also 
to have negative effects on prospective employees. In the U.K. it is accepted that the number 
of registered disabled people has declined in recent years to such an extent that it is no longer 
possible for all employers covered by the quota scheme (that is those with 20 or more workers) 
to achieve the quota target. In fact less than one third of employers now subject to the quota 
now actually comply with it. So we are pleased that the Green Paper expresses the Government's 
view that at this time it does not consider it desirable to impose an obligation on private sector 
employers to recruit a fixed number of disabled workers. 

RIGHT TO WORK 
It is equally unreasonable to ignore the position of the handicapped because of the severity of 

. our overall unemployment problem. It has to be accepted that disabled people have just as 
much a right to work as other people and that the same test should be applied in their case as 
in others, e.g. can the person applying be expected to do the job to the standards required? If 
the answer is 'yes' then the concept of equality of opportunity should apply - and should 
apply without regard fo the overall employment situation. The best way of ensuring this 
equality of opportunity for the disabled is to promote the concept in a vigorous way. To dispel 
preconceived notions of what disability means. To understand that many disabled people do 
not need expensive 'special' facilities in order to be as productive as able-bodied workers. To 
consider what adjustments might possibly be undertaken without significant cost, to make the 
workplace more compatible to individual needs. In order to achieve these objectives 
employers need a basic understanding of what is involved in various disabilities, of the aids 
and adapt ions possible, of the grants which may be obtained and of the training which is 
available. In this context the Recommendations in the Green Paper concerning the 
establishment of a technical/professional adviSory service to assist employers and disabled 
persons on modifications to the workplace or production procedures so that disabled people 
can be readily employed is a step in the right direction. So too are the recommendations 
which encourage the National Rehabilitation Board to undertake campaigns aimed at 
creating greater awareness amongst employers of the skills and abilities of disabled people 
and at promoting employment opportunities generally; and which additionally focus on the 
levels of grants available from the Board to finance aids to employment. 

Ali of these are positive steps which should help in the creation of a climate within which the 
employment of disabled people would not (in general terms) be seen as something special
but as an extension of the principle of giving everyone an equal chance of applying for 
employment; and of making job offers on the basis of capacity to do the job. Once actually in 
employment there are various.issues which are particularly appropriate for the employer to 
address in the case of the disabled. 

ISSUES ARISING IN EMPLOYMENT 
The induction process which is an important matter for all employees may need to be 
reviewed and revised. In the case of-a disabled employee it should focus on the individual's 
particular needs. Issues such as access to departments, wash rooms, etc: should be identified 
having regard to the particular disability being experienced. Safety procedures require to be 
carefully explained - some special needs under this heading may have to be addressed. 
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Company personnel policy and_procedures, and employment protection provisions need to 
be spelled out (in this latter context it is perhaps worth pointing out the existence of a general 
misapprehension that, for example, the Unfair Dismissals Ad is not applicable to the disabled. 
Such is not the case. It is of course true that Tribunals do take into account the special 
problems of disability in relation to procedures and especially the need for more careful 
procedures in dealing with mentally handicapped employees. At the end of the day, however, 
capacity to do the job is the criteria used. This applies to all employees. lust as an able-bodied 
employee may not measure up to job requirements after being appointed so also some 
disabled employees may fall into the same category for a variety of reasons. (Employers must be . 
reassured on this point otherwise there will be a major employment disincentive to be 
overcome). lust as in the case of other employees the disabled employee should know 
precisely where he stands. He should know what is expected of him, the procedures which 
obtain to resolve difficulties for both the employer and the employee, his rights, duties and 
responsibilities and the disciplinary procedures which operate within the enterprise. 

EMPLOYEE ATTITUDES 
For the employer perhaps the most important thing is to positively influence the attitudes of 
other employees; managers, departmental colleagues and, critically, supervisors and 
foremen. As in other aspeds of the employer/employee relationship the supervisor or 
foreman has a key role to play. In this case the role relates to influencing other employees to 
accept the (disabled) new recruit and to assist the newcomer in developing the confidence in 
his own ability to the point where his potential is given full expression. This can be a difficult 
exercise. Experience suggests that integration of disabled people into the workforce is not 
always a smooth process. Many people still find it hard to cope with another's physical or 
mental disability. Old prejudices die hard. At the same time special treatment of a particular 
employee can lead to resentment among others. Clearly this is a major area of judgment but it 
should be remembered that the relationship between a disabled person and his fellow 
employees is crucial for the former's well-being. Get it wrong and the support and encourage
ment of fellow employees - so important for successful employment - is likely to disappear. 
This fad should be borne very much in mind by the employee's managers, supervisor and 
shop steward. On balance care should be taken to avoid unduly favourable treatment for a 
disabled worker. The shop steward - like the supervisor - can be a crucial influence in 
explaining to his colleagues the difference between concern and what might otherwise be 
perceived as favouritism. 

There may well be occasions when it will be necessary to explain a particular task or operation 
or change in great detail to a disabled employee. This particular requirement does not fall into· 
the category of special treatment. However, if the reasons behind it are not properly 
communicated by the supervisor to the other employees or if the shop steward doesn't 
understand the position it may be perceived in a different way to that intended. And that can 
give rise to problems. Equally there may be occasions when some particular adaption needs to 
be made - perhaps nothing major or fundamental- to facilitate a disabled person. Providing 
the communications are in order there should be no problems. What is important is that the 
job standards are maintained - not that there may have to be a greater degree of explanation 
on a minor variation in the adual operation. 

TRIAL PERIODS 
I turn now to the recommendation in the Green Paper that: 

"The National Rehabilitation Board will initiate discussions with the Irish Congress 
of Trade Unions, the Federated Union of Employers and other interested parties 
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with a view-to gaining agreement to the introduction of trial periods for disaolecf 
persons seeking employment." 

in concept this pr!lPosal is difficult to argue against. In the light of the points just addressed 
however care must be taken to ensure that the 'special treatment' problem doesn't surface. 
On the other- ha-nd if a particular job is designed (with the agreement of unions and 
employees) to facilitate a newly disabled employee it could help to get over the problem 
sometimes experienced for demands by unions that the particular job be ret'l_ined if the 
employee concerned does not work out in the performance of it arid subsequently leaves the 
employment. This has caused problems in the past and has made some employers wary of 
getting into this area. The guidelines for 'trial periods' need to be carefully drawn and the 
rights and obligations of both parties carefully defined. There can however be little argument 
with the follow on that once a disabled person has satisfactorily completed his probationary 
period, there is a need to ensure that he is given the same opportunities for advancement and· 
promotion as his fellow workers subject to the limit of his capabilities. In this context it is clear 
that employers should seek to ensure that disabled employees receive the same consideration 
for training as in the case of the other employees. The employment of disabled persons should 
not be confined to the unskilled or semi-skilled areas. If the criteria is abiliiy to do the job there 
is no reason why promotional outlets or skilled tasks, or graduate levels should not be 
considered. And insofar as remuneration policy is concerned it follows that pay should be 
related (except in special cases) to the job being performed. 

OTHER ACTIONS.BY EMPLOYERS 
It is clear that even if all systems were 'go' there would still be major problems in regard to the 
employment of the disabled. Some will never be able to work in 'open' employment. Others 
need a great deal of help and assistance before they could contemplate doing so. Sheltered 
employment is an obvious option for such cases but there are clearly limits on the number of 
places available. 

Employers may be able to help in this area by reviewing the position in regard to sub
contracting and establishing whether more work of this kind could be targetted to 'sheltered' 
workshops. Again there are sensitive issues which need to be addressed if a movement in this 
-direction is not to be opposed by those already in employment As this Green Paper suggests 
however there remains a need for more initiatives and experimentations to facilitate the 
introduction of disabled persons into ordinary places of employment and to give them the 
opportunity to demonstrate their abilities. It is quite right that initiatives taken elsewhere in 
this regard should be examined to establish whether or not they might be capable of adoption 
in this country. In the meantime employers should as far as possible support the work of the 
Rehabilitation Institute, Health Boards and voluntary organisations .. who. provide work 
activation courses in a number of different areas. Employers can also assist in the area of 
vocational assessment by giving disabled persons a period of on-the-job assessment in their 
orgariisations and objectively reviewing their performance and future potential. Employers 
can help too in the development of rehabilitation training. Specifically in this area they can 
assist in developing the training curriculum. They can help in ensuring that the end product 
relates to the needs of business and industry so that when training is complete there is an 
optimum chance of employment. They can lend assistance with the actual training 
programmes themselves in a variety of ways up to and including direct participation. 
Employers provide this sort of assistance in other areas in a fairly substantial way so there is no 
.reason why current inputs into training for the disabled should not be further developed. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
So in summary what, am I suggesting, is the position of employers? Fundamentally there is a 
great deal of goodwill- reflected in the very positive approach which FUE was able to take in 
respect of the views expressed in the "Handbook for Employers" sponsored by the Employer 
Labour Conference and published to mark the International Year for Disabled Persons. This 
positive attitude needs to be built on :- and the initiatives proposed for the National 
Rehabilitation Board to undertake the promotion of a great awareness amongst employers of 
the skills and abilities of disabled people will be of considerable help in ensuring that it is. The 
existing misconceptions held by numbers of people in regard to the disabled need to be 
addressed. The employment of disabled persons should be looked on as an issue on its own 
merits and the 'quota' approach rejeded. As has been pointed out elsewhere if employers 
overlook or disregard the abilities of disabled employees when recruiting they are missing out 
on a source of a potentially valuable contribution to their organisation. Employment offers 
should be based on merit - and on capacity to do the job. Generally speaking 'special' 
treatment should be avoided - although there will clearly be instances - most especially in 
regard to existing employees who become disabled and where jobs may be restrudured -
where the 'exception proves the rule'. The current economic difficulties should not be used as 
an excuse for the non-employment of disabled persons. Within a policy of equality of 
opportunity disabled persons should have the same relative chance of,gaining employment as 
other job seekers once they have the capacity to do the job. Employers should review the 
various issues which tend to operate against the employment of the disabled. Apart from 
facilities within the workplace a key element is the attitude of other employees. Employers can 
and should seek to influence these attitudes in a positive way. Foremen, supervisors and shop 
stewards have a major role to play in this area. The indudion process for disabled persons 
needs to be looked at and where appropriate changes should be made to take account of any 
particular individual needs. On the other hand employers should seek to avoid the 
development of the 'special treatment' syndrome. The same disciplinary rules should be 
applied - although clearly a degree of sensitivity is necessary. Recruitment of disabled 
persons should not be targetted simply at unskilled areas. Remuneration policies should - in 
general terms - be directed at the job being performed. Promotional outlets should operate 
on an open basis and the same opportunities as for able-bodied persons for training and, 
development should obtain. There are also areas which employers can address in addition to 
the actual employment of the disabled. These cover issues such as supporting where possible 
the sheltered employment schemes and the work of the Rehabilitation Institute, Health 
Boards and voluntary organisations. There is scope too for employer participation in 
appropriate external training programmes most especially to ensure that they are pradically 
orientated and that they turn out persons who have the type of skills which enable them to 
compete effectively on the open job market. 

FUE's POSITION 
The thrust of the Green Paper in the areas of employment and training is in the right diredion. 
It is proper that the whole question should be given a higher profile than it has had up to now 
and that all of us should review our affairs to establish whether or not we are discriminating
however inadvertently - against the disabled community. I believe that many employers are 
already acting in a positive manner and practising many of the activities discussed in this paper. 
FUE will be happy to co-operate in the further development of this approach. 
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THE· UNION PERSPECTIVE 
pmR CASSELLS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, IRISH CONGRESS OF TRADE UNIONS 

INTRODUCTION 
The Irish Congress of Trade Unions welcomed the publication of the Green Paper on Services 
of Disabled People as a fulfillment of the commitment given to Congress in the 1980 National 
Understanding for Economic and Social Development and the initiation of a "construdive 
public debate on the rights of the disabled and on the strategy to be adopted" to implement 
those rights. 

We were very disappointed, however, with two as peds of the Green Paper. Firstly, the Green 
Paper failed to set down a policy framework and a detailed plan for the development of 
services for physically and mentally handicapped persons. Secondly, the Paper contained no 
priorities for implementation nor a time-scale for action. Our disappointment at the lack of a 
time-scale for adion has since proved to be justified. There has been very little real follow
through on the Green Paper, which was published in April 1984. 

My problem, therefore, in addreSSing those sections of the Green Paper dealing with training 
and employing the handicapped is in knowing whether:we should take them seriously and 
whether at the end of the process of consultation, which includes this Conference, decisions 
will be made and adion taken. 

NEED TO TACKLE TOTAL ENVIRONMENT 
In examining the training and employment needs of the disabled in the current difficult and 
changing economic environment, we must look at the total env.ironment in which the 
disabled have to work and to live. Even in the good times, there are many barriers which 
prevent handicapped people from obtaining their share of available jobs and training places. 
These barriers range from the obvious physical and architectural ones to the less apparent, but 
nevertheless real, barriers of social attitudes. We should recognise that it is the overall 
environment we have created which prevents the integration of handicapped persons into 
society. 

looked at in this way, one can see the need to bring forward an overall integrated plan 
covering all areas, including education, mobility, accessibility and legislation. Specific 
measures on training and employment on their own are not enough. We need, for example, 
definite proposals, linked to a time-scale for implementation, for the provision of integrated 
education for physically handicapped and mildly mentally handicapped children. The 
government should declare that all future capital expenditure on education will include 
provision for such integration. Specific methods for such integration should be devised for 
school transport, access to school buildings, teacher training, school equipment and personal 
a~sistance. 

If the disabled are to have access to employment and to training, then they must be able to 
travel to work and to travel to training centres. Public transport must, therefore, be accessible. 
ClE should be instruded to make all new bus fleets and all new rolling stock for the railway 
accessible to the disabled. Also specialised demand-responsive transportation should be 
introduced for those too disabled to use even fully-accessible public transport. Our fadories, 
our offices and our training centres must also be accessible. One is almost reluctant to 
mention the Draft Building Regulations and the now infamous Sedion 5 of new regulations in 

. this context. 
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'Finally, on the broad framework and overall environment, legislation must be introduCed to 
proted the rights' of the disabled and to make the provision of certain services and facilities 
mandatory. We cannot accept the conclusion of the Green Paper that legislation is not 
required in this area. It is often said that legislation will not change attitudes. But that is not the 
main purpose of the legislation. The main purpose of the legislation would be to proted 
disabled persons against discrimination arising from prejudice, lack of goodwill and 
understanding. 

It is not possible in a short paper such as this to comment on all of the issues covered in those 
sedions of the Green Paper dealing with the training and employment of the handicapped. 
Instead, I will concentrate on the need 'for work, quota systems, sheltered employment and 
responsibility for training and placement. 

THE NEED FOR WORK 
There is no doubt that the depth of the current recession, the high level of unemployment and 
the pace of technological change have severely limited and will in the short-term continue to 

. limit employment opportunities for workers, including disabled workers. Indeed there are 
some commentators who consider that "the new technological revolution is making lull 
employment an unreal and irrelevant target". As a solution to the present crisis, they 
recommend a total redefinition of work and income and the introdudion of education for 
leisure. I think we should reject this illusionary cul-de-sac. If the appropriate economic 
strategy to cope with this country's present difficulties is adopted, then jobs for all can be 
achieved. 

The case often made that the economy is passing through a unique phase of strudural 
transformation is highly exaggerated. The so-called "collapse of work', based on a 
technological revolution, has a strong echo of past periods when economies were faced with 
similar high levels of unemployment. In fad, an important lesson that can be drawn from an 
analysis of such periods is that changes by government in macro-economic policy did bring a 
strong growth in employment. Over the longer-term, there is a firm basis for the argument 
that technological change has been associated with higher levels of employment and higher 
real incomes as well as shorter working time for those in employment. 

Despite the claims made by some economists, in only a limited number of cases has labour 
shedding resulted from the introduction of new technology. Indeed, in countries where the '. 
background to technological changes was sustained economic growth (e.g. Japan and 
Sweden); new technology has not meant a net loss in the number of jobs. 

Those who consider that work is losing its meaning, ignore the fad that society still places a 
priority on employment. Not only material living standards, but also status and esteem and the 
ability to fulfill many of the roles required by society are inextricably linked to access to regular 
paid employment. It might be possible to envisage a future in which life revolved less around 
work and more around leisure and 'own time'. For now, however, the reality is that access to 
leisure facilities is 'usually more, readily available to those in work than those who are 
unemployed. Moreover, employment is very often the prime source of social contad and is 
one of the unifying forces in society. 

- A QUOTA SCHEME FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR 
There is, as you are aware, a quota scheme for the employment of disabled persons in 
operation in the public sedor. Local Authorities and Health Boards must be criticised for their 
failure tp implement the scheme. Nevertheless, .. the scheme has increased employment 
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opportunities for the disabled. We consider that consideration should now be given to the 
introduction of a similar scheme in the private sector. ICTU would be willing to open 
discussions with the Federated Union of Employers on the provision of open employment in 
the private sector and the introduction of a quota scheme. 

The aim of any quota scheme is to secure for the handicapped population, their share of such 
employment as is available. Quota schemes are in operation in many Western European 
countries in the private sector. There are many criticisms of such schemes, some of them quite 
valid. The operation of the scheme in Great Britain illustrates very well the difficulties which 
may be encountered. 

Many claim that the idea of disabled people holding their own on the labour market is 
inconsistent with a scheme that places obligations on employers to employ such persons. 
However, a quota scheme properly operated does not try to create employment for disabled 
persons, regardless of their capacity to undertake the work required. It is based on the 
assumption that once in the job, the disabled person can do it competently. The quota scheme 
helps to ease the way into employment for him or her. It aims to protect an identifiable group 
of people who have employment problems from discrimination and to provide them with 
equal employment opportunities. 

Apart from giving increased employment opportunities to disabled persons, a quota scheme 
provides evidence of the Government's commitment to promote the employment of the 
disabled. It also provides a means of introducing employers to the idea of employing disabled 
persons and so break down prejudices and preconceived attitudes, which are so evident at 
present. 

SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT 
There will always be a need for some form of sheltered employment for those disabled 
persons who, for a variety of reasons, cannot take their place in the open employment market. 
Proper standards and conditions of employment must be introduced, however, in sheltered 
workshops. Much of what is presently classified as sheltered employment is little more than. 
occupational activity. The recent changes in the European Social Fund provide an important 
opportunity for bringing about major changes in this sector. 

In this context, consideration should be given to the introduction of sheltered industrial 
groups. In other countries, SIGs are normally small groups of severely disabled people 
working in ordinary industrial or commercial settings. They are intended to give severely 
disabled people the opportunity to work alongside able-bodied colleagues, while giving a 
measure of protection from the usual stresses and strains of open employment. ICTU would 
be willing to discuss SIGs with the Federated Union of Employers and other relevant organisations. 

PLACEMENT AND TRAINING 
Training and employment for the disabled, particularly in the open market, are basically 
concerned with manpower, with production and with meeting market requirements, rather 
than with health specifically. One must question the rationale, therefore, of locating training 
and employment services unaer the Department of Health rather than the Department of 
Labour. It is contradictory to agree that services for the disabled population should be 
integrated with existing training provisions, for the community as a whole, while leaving 
overall responsibility with the Department of Health. We consider, therefore, that 
responsibility for training and placement of disabled persons should be tra~sferred from the 
Minister for Health to the Minister for Labour. 
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RIGHTS OF THE DISABLED 
The disabled in our society must no longer be regarded as objects of charity. In moving 
forward from the Green Paper we should concentrate on the rights of the disabled - the right 
to work, the right to training, the right to accessible transport and access to buildings. We. 
consider that these rights can best be advanced through the statutory underwriting of the 
position of the disabled individual in society. Following the current consultations on the 
Green Paper, the Government should introduce a Bill of Rights for the disabled. 
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THE DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSE" 
DERMOT SMYTH, PRINCIPAL OFFICER, WELFARE DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH 

I have been asked to give a Departmental response to the points raised by the various speakers 
at today's conference. I may say straight away that the value of the conference has been proved 
by the quality of the contributions while the purpose of the conference, which was of course to 
provoke ideas and new thinking generally has also been met. The major problems facing those 
services cannot be effectively addressed by simply applying solutions which may have worked 
in the past but are now no longer relevant. 

I do not intend to respond to every point made by every speaker. The time available does not 
allow for a detailed answer to all of the issues raised. I intend therefore to concentrate on the 
main issues, as I see them, which have been mentioned here today. 

EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND: SELECTION CRITERIA 
Perhaps I could begin by commenting on the European Social Fund developments. You will 
know from the Ministers distributed speech what the latest position is regarding the Fund. 
There is obviously a need to avoid over-reliance on the Fund in the future particularly with the 
accession of Spain and Portugal to the Community. It is not clear what the 1987 situation will be 
but I certainly do not see any significant improvement next year and there is a distind possibility" 
that the situation may worsen over the next 12 months. The Minister has already explained to 
you the steps that he has taken to proted as far as possible the interests of the disabled following 
this year's linear cuts and I do not propose to go over the same ground again. There is, however, 
one point in his speech which I would like to develop a little further and that is the definite 
possiblity that criteria for seledion of applications by the European Commission will become 
strider. This more strid vetting system could take different forms. For example placement rates 
for the handicapped might become a fador in assessing applications in the Commission while 
another approach and one associated with placement rates could be a greater emphasis by 
Brussels on examining the adual quality of the training provided in the workshops. Therefore 
instead of the same percentage of linear cuts beings applied to high quality and low quality 
training operations there could be a more detailed examination of the individual training 
operation itself. There is also the possiblity that applications will be examined for their quality at 
the time of initial application, in other words some ti"me before linear redudions are made. The 
need for changes has been indicated earlier both to meet new employment opportunities in 
the services area "and also to bring about qualitative improvements to ensure the continuing 
relevance of courses. We must change and adapt if we are to even hold our position in future in 
terms of Social Fund Support. 

There is a considerable sympathy for the disabled amongst European Commission officials, but 
we must not assume that their goodwill can eventually restore us to the pre-1984 position. That 
will not happen and it is one of the new realities facing all of us. 

The point has been made today that the training agencies programmes are being seriously 
affeded by the lack of planning and information in relation to European Social Fund support. It 
has been said for example that health boards are having to make decisions at the last moment 
with very little advance notice redudions in the Fund. I accept this is as a very valid point but 
unfortunately we are bound by what happens in Brussels and the pressures and time scales that 
the Commission are operating under. However, we are looking with the National 
Rehabilitation Board, who have the executive responsibility of processing claims under the ESF, 

_at ways by which we can pla.n in a more coherent way for the difficult years ahead. The inter-
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departmental committee mentioned by the Minister in his speech is another of the improved 
planning processes in terms of ensuring that the Fund is used to the maximum benefit for the 
disadvantaged groups on our society. 

CHANGES IN SOCIAL FUND GUIDELINES 
Speakers have also commented on the need for changes in the Social Funds rules and 
guidelines. It was mentioned for example that there is a disproportionate amount of funds 
going now to the under-25 age group. Most of you will know that the proportion going to that 
group is 75% while only 20% is available to the over twenty fives with 5% committed to pilot· 
innovatory projects. You may take it for granted that this Department will certainly be seeking 
as a matter of priority a more equitable distribution of funds after the 1988 rules revision. It is 
indeed arguable if an age division is desirable at all and it may be that a less arbitrary division of 
the Fund should be applied. In any event I am hopeful that the present disproportionate split 
between the over and under 25-year-old groups will not in fact continue beyond 1988. As I am 
sure many of you are aware the present split has created major problems for the health services 
share of the Fund. About 40% of the total Irish applications for the over 25 group are accounted 
for by the health services so that any linear cut across the board has a far bigger impact on the 
health services than for any sector claiming assistance from Brussels. We simply do not have the 
flexibility in the applications going to the Commission to switch support from the over to the 
under 25 age group. A high proportion of the over 25's claim is in the psychiatric area, largely of 
course handled by the health boards, and to switch support to the under 25 group would create 
a disastrous situation for psychiatric patients. 

Again, it has been said today that disabled persons should be treated like the able-bodied when 
entitlements to two years training are set down by the European Commission. This would be 
certainly accepted in principle by the Department and it could form part of this Department's 
submissions to Brussels in seeking changes in the Rules and Guidelines which govern the 
operation of the European Social Fund. 

ROLE OF EMPLOYERS 
In the training area generally John Dunne has made some worthwhile comments on the needs 
for employers to become more actively involved in support for disabled persons. Amongst 
other proposals he argued for are:-

employers to support work activation courses 
a period of on-the-job assessment to be given to disabled persons by their 
companies 
assistance in development of the training curriculum so that the needs of business 
and industry are taken account of in training programmes. 

I certainly agree that all of these steps should be taken to improve the condition of disabled 
persons in training and employment and I would be interested in hearing further the means by 
which John Dunne's proposals could be more widely implemented by employers. 

COMMUNITY CARE SUPPORT FOR THE HANDICAPPED 
One particularly interesting point made today was on the need for day activity services for the 
handicapped to be seen as a priority within the overall scheme of rehabilitation services. The 
discussions which the Department has had with voluntary organisations on the Green Paper 
have covered many areas and one of the critical issues emerging is the need for better day care 
or community care support for the handicapped. Also we have had a number of proposals 
submitted to us in recent times by the health boards and voluntary organisations seeking more 
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extensive support for the disabled in terms of, for example, physiotherapists, occupational 
therapists, crisis intervention centres, home care support etc. I am thinking here particularly of 
services for the physically handicapped .. In a number of cases we have been able to make a 
limited amount of funds available to allow the projects to proceed but there is clearly a great 
need for these services to be implemented throughout the country. However we are faced with 
the inescapable problem of limited resources. This poses problems for us in the Department as 
to how we should decide on the best use of the resources available to us. Are we to say for 
example that a significant investment should be. made by the State in providing sheltered 
employment or do we allocate the funds that we have to supporting the type of community 
care developments already mentioned? It can be argued that these developments provide a 
better quality of life for a larger number of handicapped people as compared to some 
workshops which may not provide stimulation of any kind to be disabled except of course as a 
means of passing the day. It is all too easy to answer that the Slate should provide for it all, 
sheltered employment, day care, community care, training etc. However priorities have to be 
determined and we cannot avoid making hard choices. This is not to say that the Department 
has ignored the need for improvements in training and employing the handicapped. A 
relatively high proportion of development funds available to the Welfare Division in the 
Department last year went towards the on-going costs of new workshops. However, there is 
also a range of services for the handicapped which the Department has responsibility for and 
we must take a broad view of those services when we make decisions on priorities. We must 
also react to the needs which are emerging for community care support which can help both 
the disabled and their families. 

FUNDING ALTERNATIVES 
The question that inevitably arises here is whether there are alternatives to the present funding 
arrangements for training and employing the handicapped. It has been suggested today, for 
example, that funds available to various schemes operated under the Department of Labour, 
the Social Employment Scheme, the Work Enterprise Programme, etc., should be restructured 
to be of greater advantage to the disabled. The Department will certainly consider and follow 
up on any practical suggestion which can create additional resources in the training and, 
employment of the handicapped particularly, as I have said, where our resources must be 
committed to a very wide range of necessary services. 

INTEGRATION OF TRAINING 
The use of the Schemes operated by AnCO etc. does raise a fundamental issue which has been 
brought up as part of the Department's consultations on the Green Paper. The issue is how 
those disabled persons who are capable of being trained for open employment can be 
integrated more fully into the mainstream training and employment scene. There is a very 
natural wish by many disabled persons to become more integrated into society generally 
.whether it be in education, housing or employment. They have said to us that they want to be 
seen by employers as having th~ same capacity for work as the abl.e-bodied and they believe 
that employer's perceptions of tlieir potential can be affected by where they may have received 
training etc. Now there are of course some practical difficulties facing the disabled person who 
wishes to get involved in the 'mainstream training courses. There are difficulties of admission 
criteria, length of course etc., which need to be overcome. I am not questioning in any way the 
goodwill of training agencies operating outside the health services but there is obviously a need 
for us in the Department of Health to examine ways and means of bringing the disabled more 
fully into the mainstream of training. This should not of course be taken as a criticism of the 
particular skills developed bi' agencies who are not catering specifically for the handicapped. 
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QUOTA SCHEME 
Another issue emerging hom our consultations on the Green Paper is the operation of the 
quota system and dissatisfadion with the present situation has been expressed today in no 
uncertain terms. You will have also heard the concern felt by the Minister at the very poor 
performance of the public sedor generally in employing disabled people and he has 
indicated to you his resolve to press for improvements in the number employed under its 
quota scheme. The working party established in 1984 by the National Rehabilitation Boardhas 
now reported and, following its presentation to the Minister, talks will be held between the 
Department and the Board on the proposals set out in the Report. 

INITIATIVES ON TRAINING AND EMPLOYING THE HANDICAPPED 
I have said earlier that time does not allow one to dwell on all the matters raised here today but 
a number of speakers have mentioned the need for new initiatives in training and employing 
the handicapped, for example Co-operatives have been mentioned as one possibility as has 
the sub-contrading of work for the disabled within a fadory. These are innovatory proposals 
which might help the disabled in gaining and keeping employment and represent at least a 
new outlook on the potential of the handicapped to participate in the work situation. 

WORKING PARTY ON UNIFORM TRAINING ALLOWANCES 
Finally many of you may be interested in the progress of the working party which is looking at 
the possiblity of uniform training allowances for the handicapped. I am pleased to say that I . 
exped we will be reporting in the Autumn to the Minister. I believe that the Report of the 
Working Party will have important implications for the whole future of training services in 
Ireland. 

CONCLUSION 
To summarise thereofre, I have explained some of the problems that we may be facing in 
terms of ESF support and the absolute need for improving the quality of training. I have also 
underlined the Department's commitment to changing the Rules and Guidelines of the ESF 
where they discriminate against the disabled. I have endorsed on behalf cif the Department 
the points made on the need for more involvement by employers in training. Again I have 
explained the need for the Department to consider how best it should use its resources so that 
the greatest number of handicapped are helped in a meaningful way to improve the quality of 
their lives. Resources are limited and using them involves difficult, unpopular decisions. I have 
also mentioned the need for further integration of disabled people into the mainstream of 
training and the need for new ideas to emerge. 
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QUOTA SCHEMES : 
THE NORTHERN EXPERIENCE 

MR. JIMMY STEELE, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, NORTHERN IRELAND 

INTRODUCTION: Brief Outline of the Scheme 

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 
1945 and 1960 Disabled Persons (Employment) Ad (N.I.) provide that: 

1. (i) Employers with 20 or more employees have a duty to employ at least 3% registered 
disabled people (the quota). The figure of 3% was set in 1946 when the original 
quota was raised from 2% following an increase in the numbers of registered 
disabled people in the aftermath of the war. 

(ii) Special quotas can be set for particular classes of work or particular firms. 
(iii) Although not diredly subjed to its terms, Central Government and the health 

service have accepted the terms of the legislation as a moral commitment. 

2. PERMIT 
It is not an offence for a firm to be below the quota figure but if such a firm wishes to . 
engage an employee, and no suitable registered disabled person is available, it is issued 
with a PERMIT to do so. A PERMIT may relate to one or more specified posts or, since the 
early 1960's take the forms of a "bulk" permit. Where a "bulk" permit is issued, an 
employer gives an undertaking to notify all vacancies to the Jobmarket and to give 
sympathetic consideration to disabled job applicants. 

3. A REGISTER of disabled people is set up, and application for inclusion is voluntary. To 
register a person must establish that he has a substantial handicap on'"account of injury, 
disease or congenital deformity in obtaining or keeping employment or work on his own 
account suited to his age, qualifications and experience, and that the disablement is 
likely to last 12 months or more from the date of application. The person must be in or 
seeking remunerative employment or work on his own account and have a reasonable 
prosped of securing and keeping it. 

4. DISCHARGE - An employer subject to quota must not discharge a registered disabled 
person (RDP) without "reasonable cause" if his firm is below quota or if a discharge 
would bring the firm below quota. 

5. RECORDS - Employers must keep records as necessary to show compliance with the Act 
and produce them to Inspedors on request. Each year, firms provide information about 
their quota position to Jobmarkets. . 

6. RESERVED OCCUPATIONS - Certain occupations may be reserved for RDPs. At present 
special permission is needed before a firm can employ anybody who is not a RDP as a 
lift operator or car park attendant. People employed in designated occupations do not 
count towards employers quota. 

7. PENALTY - If employers break the law, they may be fined or.imprisoned (up to £500 fine 
or 3 months imprisonment). 
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE OPERATION OF QUOTA SCHEME 

CHANGING NATURE OF DISABILITY 
(a) Proportion of disabled people physically injured in either of the two world wars has 

declined substantially. 
(b) Within the present disabled population there is a greater proportion of people with 

mental illness br handicap, organic nervous conditions (e.g. epilepsy) and age-related 
disabilities (e.g. bronchitis, heart and arthritic conditions). 

(c) Medical advances have meant that disability is sometimes more transitory than was the 
casein the past, but on the other hand improved medical care has meant that many 
disabled people who might otherwise have died as a result of their disability remain 
alive and in need of rehabilitation and assistance. 

Consequences 
(a) Disabilities may be much less "visible" - although need for help is still there. 
(b) People with such disabilities may be less likely or willing to declare themselves as dis

abled than those with more obvious physical problems and the dividing line between 
illness and "substantial" handicap may be less obvious in many cases. ., 

(c) Disabled people having rising expectations of 
(i) Job satisfaction 
(ii) Promotion 
(iii) Desire to participate in normal life and work cannot in itself help to meet demands 

for more satisfying or rewarding work. ' 

EXPERIENCE IN OPERATING 
1. REGISTER (1) Voluntary 

(2) Declining trend in registration 

In N.I. 1978 - 11,736 I ( I 3""/ d t' ) 
1985 _ 8,223 \ a most v/o re uc Ion 

(3) More unregistered disabled people in the working population. 

(4) I would suggest that while the network rate of quota fulfilment is 
around 1.7/1.9% 'even if all unemployed registered disabled people 
were taken on tomorrow, the rate would use only 2.112.4% - still far 
short of the 3% figure. This suggests that it is thus NOT POSSIBLE for 
all employers to achieve their quota obligations of 3%. 

(5) Our efforts are geared to assessing and rehabilitating disabled people 
for, and placing them in, jobs which they will be able to perform 
adequately and effectively based on their abilities and aptitudes. ' 

ANOMALY 
Within the terms of the legislation, registered disabled people are 
"substantially handicapped" in getting or I keeping suitable 
employment. It could be argued that many employed 'RDPs no 
longer qualify for the register, since they do not in fact have any such 
handicap, once they are satisfactorily performing a job. 

2. PERMITS/ENFORCEMENT 
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(i) Decline in registration figure has inevitably meant that permits have had to be, 
issued to more and more firms over the years. 



(ii) In these conditions strid enforcement of the law is not likely to be of much effect 
(since 1944 10 prosecutions in G.B. - more in N.L). 

To test the situation of enforcement a strid campaign was undertaken by 
colleagues in G.B. during the first 6 months of 1975 in 6 seleded towns. Results: 
There was an increase in the number of employed disabled· people applying for 
registration (perhaps due to pressure from employers) and some corresponding 
increase in the number of firms applying for permits and satisfying the quota. There 
was a small increase in the number of vacancies notified specifically for disabled 
people. 2 firms were prosecuted on 2 counts and fined £25 and £200 in each case. 

The results were disappointing in terms of the basic objective of getting disabled 
people into employment. Conclusion was that the results relative to the resources 
used meant such an effort was not justified. 

In Northern Ireland - CURRENT PRACTICE 
(3) We have taken account of the experience outlined above and with unemployment levels 

high we 

(a) continue to carry out inspection work on the quota 
(b) efforts of Disablement Resettlement Officers are geared to obtaining voluntary 

and willing co-operation of employers and potential employers. 1978 Campaign 
based on Positive Pradices - persuasion, education and voluntary commitment as 
the most profitable way to further the interests of disabled people - Stressing all 
as peds of the employment of all disabled people (registered and unregistered). 

GENERAL CONCLUSION 

Quota System 
(i) Apart from its dismissal provision, it is entirely concerned with helping disabled people to 

obtain work 
(ii) To operate the system requires adequate numbers of registered disabled people who 

have training qualifications etc., which match the needs of the labour market - this 
raises issues like availability of secondary education for disabled people, access to 
buildings etc. all of which will have a dired bearing on the success of the system. 

REGISTERS 
(3) Why declining: 

(a) some have never heard of the scheme 
(b) some consider the forms of protedion and assistance afforded by registration as 

unnecessary in their own circumstances 
(c) some see little benefit in registration since most services are available to registered 

and uriregistered disabled alike 
(d) employed disabled persons recognise that the benefits provided by registration 

are adually non-existant now that the special protedion has been overtaken by 
general employment protedion legislation 

(e) some dislike the idea (some call it 'stigma') of being identified as "disabled people" 
(f) medical advice is often against "labelling" people as disabled . 
(g) many disabled people want to be treated normally and integrated into normal 

employment. 
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REVIEW 
'A review has been carried out and account has been taken of the lobby from the voluntary, 
sector for the retention of the statutory powers. 

In the interim the "Code of Good Practice on the Employment of Disabled People" has been 
introduced, the purpose being to: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Give details of good practice towards disabled people which are followed by leading 
employers 
set out specific and realistic objectives which can, be achieved by employers, workers 
and their representatives 
to describe the assistance which is available from Government and the community 
to help disabled workers and/or their employers 
it is directed at (i) Directors and Senior Managers I separately 

:(ii) Personnel and other managers \ 

We are going to give this a real go before ta'king a further look at the quota system. 

OPTIONS FOR,CHANGE 
(i) Revision of the quota figure 

(ii) Variation of the quota obligation imposed on certain types of work, industries or firms 

(iii) Extension or abandonment of the designated occupations 

(iv) Allow unregistered disabled employers to count. 

(v) Calculate quota on the basis of engagements rather than percentage of disabled people 
in the workforce 

(vi) Oblige below quota firms to notify vacancies and jobmarkets an'd give special consider
ation/trial employment to disabled people who apply for such notified vacancies 

(vii) Introduce a system of levies to be paid on a regular basis as long as a firm is below quota 
(firm could avoid levy by offering work to sheltered workshops) 

(viii) Make the terms of the Code of Good Practice obligabory on employers 

(ix) Discussions on severity of handicap for registration purposes should be undertaken by 
speciallyappoi nted doctors. 
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QUOTA SCHEMES: 
THE SOUTHERN EXPERIENCE 

MR. CATHAL 0' FEiNNEADHA, PRINCIPAL OFFICER, DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR 

BACKGROUND 
The Government decided in 1977 that a 3% quota for the employment of disabled persons in 
the public service should be introduced and be achieved over 5 years. The Defence Forces, 
Gardai and Prison Officers were exempted from the quota which was to be achieved by 
voluntary efforts but with the backing of the Government decision. An inter-Departmental 
Committee was set up to monitor progress and to assist in overcoming problems arising. The 
Department of Labour was charged with the task of implementing the Government decision. 
There was a delay of more than a year in getting matters moving due to staff constraints. 

STRATEGY 
The inter-Departmental Committee decided in favour of having all recruitment grades in the 
public service opened to disabled persons provided they were capable of doing the job on 
offer. The alternative was to have certain jobs deSignated for the disabled but it was felt that 
this would hinder disabled persons in achieving their full potential in the labour market. It was. 
also decided to take a reasonably flexible approach to the removal of barriers which hindered 
the recruitment of disabled persons so that· recruitment could commence as quickly as 
possible. Due in no small measure to the co-operation of the Department of the Public Service 
and the Civil Service Commission the health, age and educational requirements for civil 
service posts were very quickly redefined. In addition, a Government decision was obtained 
to the effect that preference should be given to disabled persons in the filling of subordinate 
employment posts in Government Departments. The purpose of this decision was to create 
openings for disabled persons who through the nature of their disability or the level of their 
educational attainments, would not be capable of undertaking the Civil Service Commission 
examinations. 

It was also decided that to be eligible for consideration under the quota a person would have 
to be registered with the National Rehabilitation Board as being substantially handicapped in 
obtaining or holding employment because of disability. As regard access to buildings for the 
physically disabled it was decided to press each State Agency and Government Department to 
concentrate as a start on having at least one of their workplaces accessible. This was done 
where at all possible and as a spin-off led to some public buildings being accessible to the 
physically disabled generally for the first time. 

ACHIEVEMENTS 
The Civil Service Commission have held thirteen special competitions for Clerical Assistant, 
Clerical Officer, Typist, Shorthand Typist, Executive Officer, Draftsman, Key Punch Operator, 
Telephonist and Post Office Clerk grades since the quota was introduced and to date some 317 
persons have been offered appointments. Competitions of this nature have now become part 
and parcel of the civil service recruitment procedure. Competitions will be held on an 
ongoing basis as openings arise. A number of health boards and local authorities have made 
similar arrangements for the recruitment of disabled persons. Some 39 disabled persons have 
been recruited to subordinate employment posts in Government Departments so far. In 
addition, 50 of the 1,000 trainee places created recently in the civil service have been reserved 
for the disabled and' recruitment of these posts has already commenced. 
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PROBlEMS ARISING 
The big drop in the intake in the numbers being recruited to the public service has led to a 
significant drop'in the number of openings for disabled and able-bodied alike. This matter is 
put in perspective by looking at the numbers offered appointment to the Civil Service through 
the Civil Service Commission over the past four years. The figures were as follows: 

1981 - 6,004 

1982 - 3,119 

1983 - 2,248 

1984 - 1,770 

1985 - 3,692 

I should mention here that with hindsight the decisions of the inter-Departmental Committee to 
push for speedy recruitment in the initial stages paid handsome dividends as the re'striction on 
public service numbers was introduced at about the same time as the initial recruitment under 
the quota. 

The embargo on the filling of vacancies arising has also militated against the recruitmentof 
disabled persons as there is no longer the same flexibility in the arranging of work require
ments to facilitate a person with a specific handicap. The competition for posts has become 
keener due (0 fewer posts on offer and also due to the high unemployment rate generally. 
This unfortunately is leading to many disabled persons who would be quite' capable of , 
undertaking public service employment being unsuccessful in obtaining such employment 
because of the numbers with higher levels of education competing for jobs below their' 
capabilities. As regards subordinate employment, some Departments did not always give the 
preference to the disabled that had been intended and, in addition, disabled persons were at 
times submitted for vacancies for which they were not suited. A difficulty insofar as State, 
bodies, health boards and local authorities were concerned was that some Personnel Officers, 
felt that legislation would be necessary to allow them to deviate from established recruitment 
procedures so that disabled persons could be taken on. This latter problem may be the reason 
why some Health Boards did not make the expected progress towards the quota. 

THE NEW REALITIES 
As the numbers employed in the public sector continue to shrink, it follows that there will be ' 
fewer outlets for all in this sector in future. There will also be keener competition forthe posts 
on offer. In addition, the continuing reduction in numbers could very well lead to more State 
bodies and Government Departments achieving the 3% quota without any worthwhile 
further increase in the numbers of disabled persons employed. This is particularly so in the 
case of some state agencies who fear they may have major redundancy problems in the years 
ahead. 

SUMMARY 
In my view, the quota led to a significant number of openings for the disabled in the early years 
of its operation but with the curtailment in numbers employed some managers are less 
enthusiastic about having disabled persons assigned to them. In addition, in retrospect, I think 
it might' have been more fruitful in the long run to have introduced the quota through 
legislation rather than by Government decision. On an optimistic note, I believe that the 
disabled people who have been recruited to date, with very few exceptions, have proved to all 
that they can undertake a job of work at least 'as efficiently as their able-bodied colleagues. The' 
special 'competitions are now firmly in place as part of the recruitment procedures especially 
in the Civil Service and these will continue side by side with open competitions. 
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APPENDIX 1 

EMPLOYMENT OF THE DISABLED IN SELECTED SEMI-STATE ORGANISATIONS IN 1984 AND 1985 

No. of Disabled Changes during 1985 Total Workforce Changes during 1985 
·Persons "Employed Quota Position 

Name of Body 
1984 1985 Addition Deduction 1984 1985 Addition Dedudion at 31112/1985 

D/Health . 
Board for the Employment of 
the Blind 47 46 - 1 72 71 - 1 64.8% 

Blood Transfusion Service Board 

Hospital Joint Services Board 7 6 - 1 231 208 - 23 2.88% 

Medico-Social Research Board 

National Rehabilitation Board 12 13 1 - 166 157 - 9 8.28% 

Voluntary Health Insurance 
Board 16 15 - 1 281 288 7 - 5.20% 

D/lnduslry, Trade 
Commerce and Tourism 

Ceimici Teoranta 2 2 - - 80 68 - 12 2.94% 

Coras T rachtala 6 5 - 1 200 196 - 4 2.55% 

Crafts Council of Ireland - - - - 5 5 - - ; -
-

Industrial Development Authority 12 12 - - 704 693 - 7 1.73% 

IIRS . 22 22 - - 618 605 - 13 3.63% 

I rish Steel Ltd. 

.Kilkenny Design Workshop 3 3 -- - 135 135 - - 2:22% 

Nitrigin Eireann Teo 
. 



Cont.l2 ... APPENDIX 1 

EMPLOYMENT OF THE DISABLED IN SELECTED SEMI-STATE ORGANISATIONS IN 1984 AND 1985 

No. of Disabled Changes during 1985 Total Workforce Changes during 1985 Persons Employed Quota Position 
Name .of Body 

at 31/1211985 
1984 1985 Addition Deduction 1984 1985 Addition Deduction 

Shannon Free Airport 
Development Co. Ltd. 

Bord Failte 10 9 - 1 334 319 - 15 2.82% 

D/Labour 
AnCO 37 36 - 1 2121 2128 93 86 1.69% 

CERT 1 1 - - 64 67 3 - 1.49% 

Youth Employment Agency 

0/ An Taoiseach 
National Economic - Social . 
Council 

The Arts Council - - - - 20 18 - 2 -
National Board for Science 
& Technology - 1 1 - 82 76 - 6 1.31% 

Racing Board 5 4 - 1 52 52 - - 7.69% 

Irish Potato Marketing Ltd. - - - - - - - - -

Irish Livestock & Meat Board 

Dublin District Milk Board 3 3 - - 137 135 - 2 2.22% 

Irish National Stud Co. - - - - 62 60 - 2 -

Comhlucht Siuicre Eireann 41 37 - 4 2717 2460 - 257 1.50% 
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Cont.!3 ... APPENDIX 1 

EMPLOYMENT OF THE DISABLED IN SElECTED SEMI-STATE ORGANISATIONS IN 1984 AND 1985 

No. of Disabled Changes during 1985 Total Workforce Changes during 1985 Persons Employed 
Name of Body' 

1984 1985 Addition Dedudion 1984 1985 Addition Dedudion 

Bord na gCon - - - - 45 full- 45 full- - -
time time 
700 700 

PlTime PlTime 

Pigs and Bacon Commission 

Cork Distrid Milk Board - - - - 13 13 1 1 

ACOT - - - - 1,093 1,086 - 7 

An Foras Taluntais 23 17 - 6 1,200 1,200 - -

. D/Communications 
. An Bord Poist 119 124 5 - 8,668 8,798 130 -

An Bord Telecom 48 48 - - 17,510 16,165 - 1,345 

Radio Telefis Eireann 

Aer Rianta 27 27 - - 1,756 1,784 28 -

Dublin Port & Docks 13 11 - 2 664 600 - 64 

Irish Shipping Ltd. 

Aer Lingus 77 81 4 - 5,148 5,091 - 57 

B & I Line 33 43 10 - 1,475 1,475 - -

Coras lompair Eireann 431 412 - 19 14,982 14,295 - 687 

D/Education 
Higher Education Authority - - - - 22 21 - 1 

. 

Quota Position 

at 31/1211985 

-

-

-

1.41% 

1.40% 

0.29% 

1.51% 

1.83% 

1.59% 

2.91% 

2.88% 

: 
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Cont.l4 ... APPENDIX 1 

EMPLOYMENT OF THE DISABLED IN SELECTED SEMI-STATE ORGANISATIONS IN 1984 AND 1985 

No. of Disa\>led Changes during 1985 Total Workforce Changes during 1985 
Name of Body 

Persons. Employed Quota Position 

1984 1985 Addition Deduoion 1984 1985 Addition Deduction at 31/1211985 

D/Energy 
Bord na Mona 155 141 10 24 4,832 4,533 - 299 3.11% 

Electricity Supply Board 

Nuclear Energy Board 

. Bord Gais 

Irish National Petroleum 
Company - - - - 16 16 1 1 -

D/Environment 
National Building Agency - 1 1 - 61 63 2 - 1.58% -

National Road Safety Association - - - - 14 13 - 1 -
Local Government Staff 

. - -" ... 

Negotiations Board 

Local Government Computer 
Services Board 

Housing Finance Agency 

An Foras Forbartha - - - - 202 202 - - -
-

D/Finance 
Agricultural Credit Corporation 3 3 - - 510 455 - 55 0.65% 

Irish Life 
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Cont./5 ... APPENDIX 1 

EMPLOYMENT OF THE DISABLED IN SELECTED SEMI-STATE ORGANISATIONS IN 1984 AND 1985 

No. of Disabled Changes during 1985 Total Workforce Changes during 1985 
Name of Body 

Persons' Employed Quota Position' 

1984 1985 Addition Deduction 1984 1985 Addition Dedudion at 31/1211985 

Industrial Credit Company - - - - 6 7 1 - -

Central Bank 16 16 - - 739 719 15 35 2.22% 

Foir Teoranta - - - - 37 40 3 - -
-

- -

D/Fisheries & Forestry 
Bord lascaigh Mhara 

Central Fisheries Board 6 6 - - 374 400 24 - 1.50% 

D/Foreign Affairs 
APSO 

Roinn na Gaeilge 
Bord na Gaeilge - - - - 27 27 - - -

.. -
Udaras na Gaeltachta 4 4 - - 144 143 - 1 2.79% 



APPENDIX 2 

THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE DISABLED IN DEPARTMENTS OF STATE (1984 AND 1985) 

Persons Changes during Total Changes during 

Department Employed 1985 Workforce 1985 Quota Position 
at 3111211985 

1984 1985 Addition Deduction 1984 1985 Addition Dedudion 

Agriculture 70 81 16 5 4,487 4,340 75 222 1.87% 

Central Statistics Office 23 25 5 3 466 553 161 74 4.52% 

Civil Service Commission 5 4 - 1 138 146 8 - 2.74% 

Communications 11 13 2 - 1,231 1,194 - 37 1.09% 

Comptroller & Auditor 
General - - - - - - - - -

Defence (exc. Defence 
Forces) 26 29 3 - 2,354 2,285 - 69 0.01% , 

Education 15 17 2 - 1,018 1,058 40 - 1.61% 

Energy 7 7 - - 220 218 - 2 3.21% 

Environment 26 27 1 - 967 907 - 60 2.98% 

Finance 8 8 - - 411 421 55 45 1.90% 

Fisheries and Forestry 8 8 - - 1,186 1,192 6 - 0.67% 

Foreign Affairs 15 15 - - 606 605 - 1 2.48% 

Gaeltacht - - - - 64 65 1 - -
. 

Health 4 4 - - 357 357 - - 1.12% 

Houses/Oireachtais - - - - 196 196 - - -

Industry, Trade, 
Commerce and Tourism 16 16 - - 742 713 - 29 2.24% 

Justice (excluding 
Gardai, Prison Officers) 20 21 1 - 2,337 2,349 12 - 0.89% 

Labour 21 21 - - 817 820 66 63 2.56% 

Office of Public Works 22 24 2 - 3,297 3,027 - 270 0.79% 

Presidents Establishment 1 1 - - 10 10 - - 10% 

Public Service 11 11 - - 401 351 - 50 .3.13% 

Revenue Commissioners 45 49 5 1 6,737 6,605 - 132 0.74% 

Social Welfare 42 45 4 1 3,212 3,537 325 - 1.27% 

State Laboratory 2 2 - - 65 68 3 - 2.94% 

Stationery Office 5 5 - - 170 163 - 7 3.07% 

Taoiseach 2 1 - 1 156 285 129 - 0.35% 

Valuation Office 10 11 1 - 567 533 - 34 2.06% 

Totals 415 445 42 12 32,212 31,998 881 1,095 1.39% 
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APPENDIX 3 

EMPLOYMENT OF THE DISABLED IN COUNTY COUNCILS AND COUNTY BOROUGH CORPORATIONS 
1983 -1984 

Persons Changes during Total Changes during 

Local Authority Employed 1984 Workforce 1984 Quota Position 
at 3111211985 

1983 1984 Additions Deductions 1983 1984 Additions Deductions 

County Councils 
Carlow - Nil - - 331 346 15 - Nil 

Cavan - Nil - - 540 519 - 21 Nil 

Clare 2 2 - - 709 m 68 - 0.26% 

Cork 74 77 3 - 2,398 2,549 151 - 3.02% 

Donegal 6 6 - Nil 987 756 - 231 0.79% 

Dublin 1 1 - - 3,386 3,439 53 - 0.03% 

Galway 4 3 - 1 1,057 1,227 170 - 0.24% 

Kerry 8 8 - - 1,014 961 - 53 0.83% 

Kildare 3 3 - - 793 782 - 11 0.38% 

Kilkenny 4 6 2 - 593 537 - 56 1.12% 

Laois 2 2 - - 475 421 - 54 0.47% 

Leitrim - Nil - - 396 411 15 - Nil 

Limerick 19 15 - 4 850 971 121 - 1.54% 

Longford - Nil - - 343 311 - 32 Nil 

Louth 2 1 - 1 315 355 40 - 0.28% 

Mayo - 1 1 - 1,090 1,158 68 - 0.09% 

Meath 2 2 - - 640 669 29 - 0.30% 

Monaghan 2 2 - - 426 428 2 - 0.47% 

Offaly 1 1 - - . 425 324 - 101 0.31% 

Roscommon - Nil - - 633 706 73 - Nil 

Sligo - Nil - - 350 289 - 61 Nil 

Tipperary N.R. 1 3 2 - 549 559 10 - 0.53% 

Tipperary S.R. 6 6 - - 614 609 - 5 0.99% 

Waterford 4 4 - - 585 516 - 69 0.78% 

Westmeath 1 1 - - 478 437 - 41 0.23% 

Wexford 3 2 - 1 676 653 - 24 0.31% 

Wick low - Nil - - 748 772 24 - Nil 

Corporations 
. Cork 2 2 - - 1,567 1,686 119 - 0.12% 

Dublin 91 SO - 11 8,416 8,292 - 124 0.96% 

Limerick 12 12 - - 679 676 - 3 1.78% 

Waterford 4 4 - - 320 314 - 6 1.27% 

U.D.c.s 5 6 1 - 3,215 3,023 - 112 0.20% 

Totals 259 250 9 16 35,598 35,472 950 1,054 0.70% 
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SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT 
- IS THERE AN AL TERNA TIVE~ 

BR. ALFRED HASSETT, DIRECTOR OF SERVICES, BROTHERS OF CHARITY, CLARENBRIDGE 

INTRODUCTION 
In examining the issue of alternatives to sheltered employment for disabled people in Ireland, 
it is necessary to address two main streams, namely: 

1. that sedion of the population of disabled people whose level of intellectual functioning 
is near to, at, or above average; 

2. that section of the population of disabled people whose disability is primarily one of 
significantly lower than average intellectual functioning. 

As my personal experience has been almost entirely based upon services for people with a 
mental handicap, the focus of this paper will be mainly upon services associated with this 
particular grouping. I hope, however, to make some reference to alternatives to sheltered 
employment for other groupings of disabled people and to refer to some of the trends that are 
observable in this particular area. 

This presentation should not be seen as being in any way critical of those agencies which have 
provided more traditional forms of sheltered employment. Within the resources which have 
been made available, these agencies have pioneered the development of work opportunities 
for disabled people; they have struggled against widespread indifference to the needs, 
aspirations and potential of people with disabilities. The difficulties which they faced and 
which we continue to face can only be overcome by a determination on the part of the total 
community to share the resources of the nation fairly with disabled fellow citizens. 

INITIATIVES IN THE FIELD OF MENTA~ HANDICAP 
In the past decade, the rapid growth in the provision of Aduit Training Programmes has been 
one of the most remarkable features of services ·for people with mental handicap in Ireland.· 
The growth in this particular component of services can be attributed to a number of factors, 
one of the most significant of which has been the availability of European Social Fund 
resources. The essential focus of programming under the Fund has been the preparation of 
trainees for open employment. 

Having regard to this particular orientation, it might readily be presumed that the vast majority 
of adults who would receive training under this source of funding would be in the mild 
category of mental handicap. However, by the time the European Social Fund became 
available, the trelld in the training and employment of young adults with a mild degree of 
mental handicap had already been set. These young people were, in general, reludant to be 
associated in training programmes with adults who had a more significant degree of mental 
handicap. They were already achieving some. work experience in the later years at special 
schools and many of them were being successfully placed diredly from school into unskilled 
employment. A further number who were more competent were successfully obtaining 
training places in schemes for the ordinary workforce and were proceeding to semi-skilled 

.and in some cases, to skilled employment in the open market-place. 
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Ann Marie Dooley Groarke, in her study entitled "Community Integration -'a Comparative 
Study of Past Pupils of a. Special School and an Ordinary School" compares various outcomes 
for sixty pupils from each of these types of school setting. It is encouraging to note that 60% of 
the past pupils of the special school were in open employment compared with 80% of pupils 
from the ordinary school. A further 17% of special school pupils were in sheltered' 
employment and the majority of the remainder were mothers who worked at home full time. ' 
We must take into account the fact that this study was conducted at a time of recession. Similar 
studies by Caroll (1980) and O'Caliaghan and Toomey (1983) show outcomes which are 
generally in line with those of the Dooley Groarke study. It is therefore reasonable to 
conclude that even in a period of extended recession, not more than 15% to 20% of the ,adult 
population with a mild degree of mental handicap requires special intervention in their 
further training and employment. The principal assistance required by others will be in 
achieving access to work experience, to training schemes for the ordinary workforce and to 
employment positions. 

However, despite the research findings to date, there is a growing concern that schoolleavers 
with a mild degree of mental handicap are experiencing increasing difficulty in finding 
employment. They are rightly perceived to be more vulnerable than ordinary schoolleavers 
and will therefore require additional intervention of varying kind and degree. Some mental 
handicap services are already accepting that separate employment centres will be needed for 
the foreseeable future for this groupi'ng and that these centres might be operated at least on a 
semi-commercial basis. 

The Open Employment prospects of young adults with a mild degree of mental handicap 
could be further enhanced by: 

(a) more intensive preparation in the later years at school for employment oppor
tunities that are available within local communities; and 

(b) a higher level of input to placement services and to the establishment of links 
with local employers. 

These are the major factors which can give our young adults with a mild degree of mental 
handicap a competitive advantage in the quest for employment. 

The Training Schemes introduced with assistance from the European Social Fund provided for 
trainees at the lower end of the mild range of mental handicap and for clients with a moderate 
degree of mental handicap. The population included a large backlog of clients in residential 
centres and day services for whom training programmes had been previously under
resourced. In the European Social Fund assisted training schemes; these clients have been 
achieving higher levels of social competence. The work skills of most ofthese clients have also 
improved significantly. It has, however, been extremely difficult to find open employment for 
the vast majority of those completing the training schemes. 

The traditional sheltered workshop activities including monotonous contract assembly work, 
craftwork and elementary packaging have not proved sufficiently challenging for these newly 
trained clients, Many agencies have consequently been examining alternative ways of 
providing meaningful employment for them. Many different options have been explored 
both here in Ireland and abroad including: 
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2. the setting up.of commerCial and semi-commercial enterprises by the agencies 
themselves; 

3. . the adoption of supported placement schemes in the ordinary workplace; 

4. the enclave system. 

1. PROVIDING A GREATER VARIETY OF MORE CHALLENGING WORK WITHIN THE 
SHELTERED WORKSHOP 

In the attempt to provide a greater variety of more challenging work within the sheltered 
workshops, agencies have explored a number of options: 

(a) The development of primary products 
While a number of primary products are now manufaoured within sheltered work
shops, there are major difficulties in seeking to achieve any degree of commercial 
viability in their manufaoure. The products must compete in a marketplace where 
expenditure by ordinary firms on research, development and marketing is at a level 
which could not be provided by the agencies operating sheltered workshops. 
Inevitably, the struOure within sheltered workshops which provide for clients with 
varying degrees of ability is not conducive to the most efficient production of these 
produos. The local market on which many of these products depend can qUickly 
become saturated. If sheltered workshops are to become more viable in the produoion 
of primary products they will need resources for product research and development, for" 
on-the-floor organisation of produoion and for marketing. This could only be done 
within a region. 

(b) The provision of more sophisticated services to industry 
Traditionally, sheltered workshops have provided certain services to business and 
industry, particularly in the area of somewhat monotonous assembly work and 
elementary packaging. In more recent" years, many workshops have made more 
successful inroads to industry for more challenging work. Some workshops can now 
provide specialist services such as mail handling, more sophisticated packaging, light 
engineering, horticultural services and vegetable preparation and packaging. 
Meaningful work opportunities of this type could be further developed if agencies were 
funded to provide greater inputs to work search and more sophisticated capital 
equipment to service specialist needs. . 

However, any expeoation that sheltered workshops will one day be in a position to make 
more than a reasonably small contribution towards the cost of their operation would seem 
likely to remain unfulfilled. The central focus of attention within the workshop must be upon 
providing the sheltered employee with a challenging task in an efficient environment which 
will enhance the quality oflife of the individual. As with any employee, the self esteem of the 
worker within the sheltered workshop will depend on the extent to which there is a 
perception that the work makes a meaningful contribution to society. 

2. SmlNG UP A COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE TO PROVIDE ORDINARY EMPLOYMENT -
FOR PEOPLE WITH A MENTAL HANDICAP 

(a) Renbridge Industrial Services Limited 
Renbridge Industrial Services limited is a commercial enterprise set up by the Brothers 
of Charity Services (Western Region) in 1979 with the objeoive of employing people 
with a low mild to moderate degree of mental handicap. Assistance was obtained from 
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the Institute for Industrial Research and Standards in selecting products and in 
conducting a market survey in Britain and Ireland. A limited company was set up to 
manufacture wooden toys and a formal submission was presented to the Industrial 
Development Authority. The project received the approval of the I.D.A. and was grant
aided to the same degree as any other small industry. The company began trading under 
the "Busy Beaver" label, and succeeded in producing its products to the very high 
quality demanded in the luxury end of the m'arket. 

Projections indicated that, exclusive of the servicing of interest on the capital 
investment, the company could reach break-even point within three years. It was 
intended that the workforce would be expanded to 20 - 30 employees. The company did 
not reach break-even point within the three year period although it did come 
reasonably close thereto for a short period. The greatest number of employees in the 
company was eighteen' and this has been reduced to less than ten recently. In a major 
review of the company, it has been decided to convert it almost exclusively into a 
marketing company which will market a range of products originally developed by the 
company, but which will now be produced within the Community Programme for 
Adults Division of the Brothers of Charity Services. 

The major factors inhibiting the company from reaching viability relate to the high cost 
of overheads for a company of its size. These arise because of a number of factors. 
Companies of this size are normally operated by individuals or partnerships whose 
inputs especially in the early years are significantly under rewarded. For a voluntary, 
agency establishing such a company, all of these inputs have to be fully funded. 
Secondly, the seasonality of the market for the company's products meant a require
ment to manufacture and retain stocks to meet the seasonal demand. Productivity levels 
which were set at two-thirds of average were mostly not achieved and market penetration 
although achieved took longer than anticipated. The market for the product range was 
going through a period of deep recession and many established companies in the 
marketplace actually folded during the period. The company has achieved a positive 
image in the marketplace and has established product outlets. The employees of the 
company have also benefitted significantly in terms of skills development and self 
esteem and the services overall are now beginning to benefit from having marketing 
expertise and more challenging product lines. 

(b) Northbrook Industries / St. Michael's House 
This is an example of an enterprise which is reaching towards semi-commercial viability 
in plastic packaging and bubble wrapping. It provides a sophisticated service to industry 
and has an inbuilt marketing strategy. It presently employs from 30 - 40 employees 
whose main source of income derives from the disabled persons maintenance 
allowance. Each employee is provided with an additional small income from the project 
itself. 

There are many such projects which have succeeded in reaching some degree of 
viability throughout the country. All of these schemes record a very significant increase 
in the self 'e'steem of those employed within them. 

3. ASSISTED PLACEMENT IN THE ORDINARY WORKPLACE 
The Manpower Services Commission in Britain recently introduced a Sheltered Placement 
Scheme (S.P.S.). "The purpose of the S.P.S.", states the handbook, "is to provide employment 
opportunities for people with severe disabilities who, when given the opportunity to work 
within their own capacity, have the ability to do a useful job of work". 
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--The scheme involves a sponsor and a host firm. The host firm provides the work, the work

place, tools, training, etc., and pays the sponsor for the amount of work done by the disabled 
person. The sponsor must be a local authority, a voluntary organisation or Remploy. The 
sponsor is responsible for paying wages and National Insurance contributions, making tax 
deductions and meeting the requirements of employment legislation. In the case of voluntary 
organisations and Remploy, the M.S.C. provides the total costs of the sponsor exclusive ofthe 
payment made by the Host firm. Where the sponsor is a local authority, the M.S.C. provides 
75% of these costs. The disabled worker in all respects has the same rights as any other 
employee, though the implementation of these rights is a jointly shared responsibility 
between the host firm and the sponsor. The structure of the scheme is outlined in Appendix 1. 

This scheme is not yet widely implemented. I n the Irish context, the costs of implementation 
on any large scale would be very considerable. However, its benefits in terms of higher 
achievement, greater prospect of full employment, greater awareness within the workplace 
and higher sense of self esteem of the disabled person would be very considerable indeed. 

ALTERNATIVES TO SHELTERED EMPLOYMENT FOR OTHER DISABLED PEOPLE 
All agencies contacted indicated that they perceived their role to be one of training. Despite 
this fact, the majority pointed out that they do have persons at their locations who have been 
placed with them for a considerable amount of time. The highest rate of placement in open 
employment seems to be that of the new high technology training centre at Roselyn Park 
which has recorded a 65% employment rate. The average rate of open employment 
placement from Retos which provides for clients referred from the psychiatric services is 30% 
annually, though the placement rate in the past two years has been significantly lower than 
this. 

One of the major difficulties facing agencies wishing to train or retrain disabled persons with 
an average or above average level of intellectual functioning, is the naturally vast spectrum of 
vocational interests within the grouping. If training -or retraining for this variety of vocational 
choices is to be made available, it can only be done through insistence on the rights of 
disabled people to full integration in ordinary training schemes. This requires attitudinal -
change on the part of the whole community, adaptation of many existing facilities and an 
access requirement on the planning of all further facilities. It also demands a perception that 
specialist intervention for the future should be oriented to sustaining disabled people within 
ordinary training schemes. 

There isa need to address the fact that virtually all of the existing training centres for disabled 
people with an average or above average level of intellectual functioning are providing a form 
of sheltered employment for a significant number of employees. If we cannot input resources 
to ensure their employment in the open market, we must provide some form of challenging 
short to medium term employment opportun}ty for them apart from training programmes. 
Options might include semi-commercial localized employment centres, enclave schemes 
and assisted placement schemes. 

The general view in both Britain and Ireland would seem to be that while assistance to 
employers and to disabled people in facilitating open employment can be very effective, it is 
not available on the kind of scale that would make significant inroads into the numbers 
seeking such employment. 

In summary, there is a need to promote greater access for disabled persons to ordinary 
training schemes and to modules from ordinary schemes. Specialist resources should be 

. utilized in support of this approach. Placement services will be most effective if the personnel 



are fully conversant with the disabled person and his needs and with local employers and 
employment prospects. Assisted placement in open employment should be a second option 
after op.en employment. Where this option cannot be exercised, it will be necessary to 
provide short to medium term employment centres which will be adequately resourced to 
search out primary products, to organize production on lines that are as commercially 
oriented as possible, and to provide an effective marketing strategy. It should bean on-going 
objective of these employment centres to find a suitable placement in open or assisted open 
employment for their employees. These objectives will only be achieved if disabled persons 
are provided with their rightful share of the nation's resources . 

. ' 
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